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Holland City News.
HOLLAND,

VOL. V1L-NO.L

MICH.,

Oaniral Bialari.

$Itf Holland

(fiiitjj giewis.

SATURDAY, MARCH

in Dry Good*,
Grocerlei, etc. ; Notary Public and conveyancer ; office and store, cor. 9th and Market street.

Brady the photographer

1

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

Produce, Eto.
'>

f

85

General Dealers, in Dry
1 5u qa
Goods, Groceries, Crockery,Hats and Caps, Butter, lb ..................
<(£
Fhur, Provisions, etc.; River st.
Eggs, V dozen.
OPfICK: VAN LANDEOEND’S BLOCK.
Honey, $ lb .....
to
LlvarrAnd Sale Stiller
8 W (i{.
Hay, ¥ ton....
Onions,
V bnshcl ...............to 1 90
ilo
0. J. DQESBURG, Editor and Pablisher.
OOONE A ALBERTI, Livery and Sale Stable. Potatoes,bushel ...............to
tin
30
to
Office and barn on Market street. Everything rimothy Seed, bushel..
to
IESK8 Of 9UB90BIPTI0H 12.00 par yoir Id advance.
first-class.
Wool, VO) ...... ................
JOB IMUNTINO PnOMl-TI.T AND NEATLY DONE.
Wood, Staves, Eto,
VTIBBELLNK, J. H., Livery and Sale Stable;
ii Officeof Dally Stage Line to Saugatuck. 9th Cordwood, maple, dry ....................$ 2 50
street, near Market.
green .................
2 00
TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
beach, dry .............. . . 2 00
Oue square of ten lines, (nonpareil,) 75 cents
*•
green
...............
1 75
Liquor Baalera.
/or llrst insertion, and 25 cents for each subseHemlock Bark ..................... ®4 oo
quent insertion for any period under three
pork, white oak ..............(&10 00
months.
rpEN HAGE. Wm.. Dealer In all kinds of Llnuors, Stavfe*,
Staves, Tierce,
Id 00
Beer,
Cidar,
Pop,
Uigurs,
Sardines,
and
keep
| 8 *. | 6 m.
Heading bolts, softwood .........
© 2 54
er of a line Pool Tabic, No. 5U Elglithstreet.
Heading bolts, hardwood ........ ......... 2 75
5 00 I 8 O0
8 50
1 Square .......
. ..
Stave bolts, softwood ......................
2 25
8 00 | 10 "0
5 0"
•* ..............
Wagonmakaraand Blacksmith!.
Stave bolts, hardwood ...................
8 00
8 00 10 00 j 17 00
.............
Railroad ties ..........................
...... 10
10 00 17 00 ! 25 00
Column ............
I'vlJKEMAJ. & C. Wagon and Blacksmith Shingles, A Vm .....................'....» 2 00
17 00 25 00 I 40 00
..............
17 Shop. Horse-shoeingand all kinds of repair25 00 40 00 | 65 <»
.. ..............
3rain, Peed, Eto.
ing done. Eighth Street a lew doorj west of River.
Wheat, white $ bushel ...... new $
Yearly adrertisers have the prlvlleue of three
to 1 00
40
Corn, shelled V bushel ............
changes.
Xerelunt Tillon
Oats, V bushel .....................
25 @
25
BusinessCards in City Directory, not over three
60
V bushel
lines, $2.00 per annum,
IVOSMAN, J. W., Merchant Tailor, and Dealer Buckwheat,
to 1« 00
V ton ..........
1J In ready made clothing and Gents' Furnish Bran,
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pub.
18 00
Feed, Vt°n ...........
dished whltout charge for subscribers.
lug Goods.
1 00
V 100 Ih .......
An X before the Subscriber'sname will donote
1 00
Bariev, V 100 !h
Meat Markets.
Che expiration of the Subscription.Two XX
Middling,
fi ----V 100 tt) ............
cify that no paper will be continuedafter date.
US
Flour, V 1001b ...............
IJUTKAUA VANZoEREN, New Moat Mar- Pearl Barley, $ 100 lb .........
4 00
3 00 to
13 ket, near corner Eighth and Fish Street. All
Meats, Eto.
kinds of sausages constantly on hand.

SOLHUDGin,

-

-

V

ElUl

$

D
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Mr. A

316.

March number of

In the

the

New

Harper's

following anecdote about General Grant, Monthly Magazine B. Philips prints a pa-

Cpples, V bushel ...... ..........
Beans, $1 bushel ...............

\7AN PUTTEN G„

me

tells

NO.

Washington1! Prediction.

A Story about General Grant.

#uit g^atkto.

rpR ROLLER, D., Retail Dealer

A WBEKLY"~NEW3PAPEBt

WHOLE

9, 1878.

..

have seen per on ‘‘Some UnpublishedLetters of
before : The General was expected in the Washington,” und among the letters there
East at the close ol the Vicksburg cam- for the first time printed is one written by
which

1 do not recollectever to

paign, and the newspaper reportersat

Washington himself, but for and in

when the cars came in with the curiously enough guesses within sixlecn
usual crowd of passengers in war times. days of the actual date, although the letBrady was called upon by the Bohemians ter was written iu the year 1797. We
miss him

and asked

if

he could not go

down

to the copy the passage:

train and identify the great soldier. In a

“I am now, hy desire of the General to
minute Brady recognised General Grant, add a few words on his behalf; which he
put him in a carriage and started down desires may be expressedin the terms fol-

avenue. No public

dignitaries were

i

the

3 “

present to receive the future President.

I“

Grant said he would

shall really go off In an apopletic, or

the day and

other

50

“

i

.

................... 4 Q» 5
I7-UITE, J., Dealer In all kinds of meats and Pork,
......................4 • to 4l/4
vegetables; Meat Market on 8th street.
Lard .................................
10 ft
Smoked Meat ...............
SilO
Ham ...........................
to 7
f TAN DER HAAR, H., Dealer In Fresh, Suit,
Shonlders .....................
and Smoked Meats and VogeUbles; paper
Tallow, per tt) ..........................® 6
and twine; 8th street.
Turkeys.
.......................... 9 ®10
Chickens, dressed per lb ................ tt to 'i
Xmhctorles, liilli, Shops, Etc.
Beef, dressed per

$ait Roads.

Arricfal

L*ave

Holland,

Holland,
| 1 15 a. m.

Tralnt.

“
" “
“
“ "& \
“ •*
“
“ “
“ *
|

11.55 a.m.
9 35 p.m.

Muskegon, Penlwnier
& Big Rapids. 10.45 a.

Now Butlalo
Chicago. I
}

9.25

TEEMING, W.

H., Manufacturerof Plows, By
improved machinery ii enabled to sell the
regularKalamazoo, Plow and warrant them, at
f 5.15 “
3.30 p. in. ower pr.ces than any surrounding town Plow
[lolnts ground to order. 10th street west of River st.

Grand Rapids.

m.

p.m.

5.25 a. m.
3.85 p.m.

XJ

IfEALD, R. K.,

Manufacturer of audDealerln

LI

Agricultural Implements ; commission agent
for MowinttMachines- cor. .10th & River street.

1.05 a.m.
5 10

12.15 “
00 a. m.
p. m. \ 9.45 “

“ Ml

3 25
2.40

@6

“

1878.

1,

“

I3AUELS,

I

VAN PUTTEN*

CO.,

of Ptugger M\U$: (Slcara Saw
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.

Proprietors

and Flour

ITERBEEK, H. W.. * CO., Proprietorsof the
• Mixed trains,
Phoenix Planing Mill. All kinds of buildDally except Sunday and Monday,
ing material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.
t Daily except Saturday.
I Mondays only.
MoUrv Public*
All other trains daily except Sundays.
All trains on this road, will be run by Chicago pOST, HENRY D., Real Estate and Insurance
time which is 20 minutes later than Columbus
Agent, Notary Public and Conreyancer;Coltime.
lections made In Holland and vicinity.

V

t

L

strength, and the

whole photographic es- could name)—

he

tablishmentwas in

TTOWARD, M.

D., Claim Agent, Attorney and
Notary Public; River street.

O

Street, Cincinnati,

BRIDE, P. H., Attorney and Counselor at
ill Law, and Proctor in Admiralty.N«. 11

River street.

O HERBURNB,

9.

Blendon, Mich., Attorney
at Law and Notary Public. Special attention
given to foreclosure of Mortgagesand collections.
OfficeIn the Village of Zcelanu at the Store of A.
Bolks A Bros.

vT'BN EYCK,

J., Attorneyat Law and Collecting
Agent. Office in Kenyon A Van Putten's bank
Eighth street.

J.

Banklag asl Ixchiafi-

ENYON, NATHAN, Bankinu and Collecting,
1A. Drafts bought and sold; Elghtu street.
Uxkn.

I'VE OROOT, L. barber. Hair cnttlns:,shaving,
shampooning. halr-dyelng, etc., done at rea
aouable ratea. Barber shop next door to the City

XJ

Boot!

and

Ohio.

SiatUt.

et.

D. R., Drag Store. Fine Drags, Medxvl icines.Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and Perfumeries. River street.

X. 0. of 0. P.
Holland City Lodge, No. 192. IndependentOrder
of Odd Fellows, holds its regular meetings at Odd
Fellow's Hall, Holland Mich., on Tuesday Evening

;

count, unless dtro necessity should bring

a

Dealer In Drags, Mcdi-

NOTICE.

There has been

L. E.

BEST, M. D.

1878.

received a

French Capital,haa adopted

tions of

a further fallin off,

says

letter

Howgalc

Polar expeditiou of which Capt.
is

resolu-

encouragement and approvalof the

the promoter. M. de Fonvlelle

is the

of a French work entitled the
in the number of hogs packed the past week,
“Drift of the Polaris,” which has had a
compared with previous weeks, hut still a
large sale in Paris, and Is to be brought
large increase over correspondingtime Inst
out by Le Petit Moniteur, m fmiUeton.
year, the aggregate number at the six leadHe is also an expert at ballooning, having
ing cities reaching 235,000 for the week,
made several voyages out of Paris and
against 350,000 for the previous week, and
back during the siege, and be believes
70.000 for corresponding time last year.
with Capt. Howgate that this means of
The total number of bogs packed at the
traveling can be made of great service in
author

six large cities in the West to date

000,

4m

or

is

4,085-

995,000 more than to same date

last year.

are not able to repoi t definite-

ly in regard to the number at interior
points, but

we

consider 1,075,000 a fair

more than

same time

to

more than
fair

1%

DONAHOE & RIORDAN’S.

Gifford

system. He

writes relative to this

all

and 600,-

tions, the

summer of 1879 will doubtless

witness some aerial expedition starting

toward your Polar colony. The course
you have pursued in recommendingthe
remaining two
use of small balloons in the programme of

The

to tna£e the increase for

the season upward of 1.000,000 head. Chi-

cago

during the summer, to participate

experimentsin steering balloons by the

the entire number to the

close last winter.
weeks bid

last year,

In

matter. “II the result equals our expecta-

points to date 5,750,000, nr about 845,000

000

Polar explorations. M. de Fonvlelle expects,

We

will gain

last

year, Cincinnati 100,000 or more, St. Louia
fully 75,000, Milwaukee

upward of

the meteorologistof Florence is already
fruitful. The Chief of the meteorological

about 800,000 over

service of the Imperial Observatory bas

already recommended their use on the
100,-

000, and Louisville 05,000, while Indiana-

strength of experiments.’

polia will fall abort about 20,000 head.
Thus an increase of

lull 1,100,000

Diphtheria Ourtd by Sulphur.

at the

six cities is Indicated, while interiorpoints
will not fall much

If

any short of

last

A few years ago, when diphtheria was
rsgtng in England, a gentleman accomunpanied the celebrated Dr. Field on bis

win-

ter, so that the total at all points is not

likely to reach 6,200,000head, or over
600.000

more

than the largest number in

any previous winter. The largest number
heretofore reached
1874-5,

when

was

in the winter of

the total waa 5,566,226, but

the largest number of pounds was in 1872

and 1878, when the aggregate net weight

rounds to witness the so-called "wonderful
cures” which be performed, while the patients of others

The remedy,

were dropping on

to be

so

all aides.

rspld, must be sim-

ple. All he took with him was powder of
sulphur and a quil), and with tbeae he

cured every

patient without exception.

of hogs was about 90,000,000fi>s. more

He put a teaspoonful of flour of brimstone
than in 1874-5; this winter will likely exoffer special bargains in Dry
into a wine-glassof water, and stirred it
Goods, and will sell you a good articleas ceed 1872-8 by about 150,000,000 lbs. of wttb bis Anger, inatead of a spoon, as the
cheap as any where else. The refuse arti* net weight of hogs, nr approximately 100,
cles and remnants brought here from 000,000 lbs. of meat, and probably 15,000,* sulphur does not readily amalgamatewith
water. When the inlpbur was well mixed
other cities are no eriterians to go by, and
000 lbs. of lard.
I don’t Intend to deal in any such articles.
be gave it as a gargle, and in ten minutes

I now

8-2w

D.

BERT8CH.

A Hog! lot Xaohine.

the patient waa out of
kill*

Shirting Flannel for 9 cents;

Grey Twilled Flannel for 11^ cents;
White Shaker Flannel for 15 cents;
Extra heavy cloth Over Bhirta for $1.00

danger. Brimstone

every species of fungus in a man,

New Orleans car- beast, and plant in a few minutes. Inatead
from this city an Ice machine con* of spitting out the gargle, he recommendetructed by the United States Ice & Re- ed the swallowing of it. In extreme cases,
frigeratingCompany, having a daily in which be had been called just iu the
The last steamer for

ried

nick of time, where the fungus was too near-

worth $2.00 at

m.

Overysel Sept 22,

Howgate has

of the Geographical Society, In session at

the C’incinnati Price Current, of late date,

Ladies’ White Handkerchiefs 8 cents;
Pocket Books 10 cents;
Silk Bows 10 cents.
Germantown Yarn 12^ cents;
Silk Handkerchiefs20 cents;
Heavy Felt Skirts 45 cents;
Ladies’ Fine Striped Hose
cents at

8-2w

1BLIETSTRA, A., Groceries and Bappliea; a
f ready market for country produce; a choice
nock always on hand; cor. Eighth and Market et.

Capt.

the

The undersigned,Dr. L. E Best, having
TITALSH HEBE It, Druggist A Pharmacist; a
DONAHOE & RIORDAN’S.
Y Y
full stock of goods appertaining to the bussettled in the HolUnd colony, offers his
iness.
services as a Physician,Surgeon and AcI have jnst received a large assortment
coucheur to the public at large, and
furniture.
of new spring bats. The latest styles are
whereas he pays particularattention to
elegant and will be sold cheaper than the
BYBR, H. A CO., Dealers in all kinds of For- chronic diseases, and fine surgery, he has
iYi uiture, Cnrtaius, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins, concluded to stop at the City Hotel, in the old ones. Call and judge for yourself,at
Picture Frames, etc.; River street._
- D. BERT8CH.
City ol Holland, on Saturday of each week,
JreMrln.
where he can be consulted from 9 a. m.
While coughs and colds are very prevuntil 4 p.

Ballooningat th« Poll.

fea-

Winter Pork Packing.

Doable Gold Waterproof for 45 cents;

clnes, Painta, Oils, etc. ; Proprietor of Dr.
W. Van Dim Biro's Family Medicines;Eighth St.

besides, as he has enterred,

except a

approximation, making the total at

Good

Rofe

to make a

then

ture changed. ”1 shall never forget that from M. de Fonvidle, editor of Le Temps
man,” said Brady, “and that look.'’— Paris, announcing that the central section

Brbtxan, Sec'y.

£|>eml

and

ready here into an engagement with Mr. Morris, and

slightly satirical curl of his lip, not

•

O.

this

change in his character for belter, or for

While everybody else started up with ex-

V

\f BBNQS,

V

all

clamationsGrant neyer moved

always a pleasure to recommend a
II 1GGINS, B. P. the leading Photographer.Gal- good articie. especially one that so admirXA lery oppositethis office.
ably sustainsits reputation as does Dr.
Kiiig's New Discovery tor Consumption,
Coughs and Colds, being perfectly reliable
Saddlari.
in every respect. A severe cough or a
\7AUPKLL, U., Manufacturer of and dealer '.u neglectedcold yields readily to its wonHarness, Tranks, Saddles and Whips; derful power. By it the worst cases of
Eighth street.
Asthma and Bronchitis are cured in the
Tobacco and Cigars.
shortest time possible. Consumption and
Cough worn patients will remember this
'T'K ROLLER, G. J., General dealer In Tobacco,
remedy is guaranteed to give immediate
Cigars, Snufl, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.
relief. Dr. King't New Dwwoery is pleasant to the taste and perfectly harmless.
Watckci asd Jawalry.
If you value your existenceyou cannot
TOSLIN A BRBYM AN, Watchmakers, Jewelers, aflord to be without it. Give it a trial.
*) and dealers In Fancy Goods; Corner of Mar- Trial bottle* free. For sale by Wm. Van
ket and Eighth Street.
Putten, Holland, City, Michigan.

EE, D. M., Dental Surgeen; residenceand ofeach week
VJ flee on Eighth street, opposite Van Raalte's ofVisiting
brothers are cordially Invited.
Shoe store.
A. Wilton, N. G.
N. W. Bacon, R. 8.
T78URQU80N, B. R. DenUl Sifrgeon.Performs
JO all operationsappertaining to DentistryIn
the best style of the an. Office,over E. Herald's
r. * A. X.
Shoe store.
A Regular Communicationof Unity Lome*
No. 1B1, F. A A. M.. will be held at Masonic Hall,
Dru|i and Xtdiclnii.
Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening,March
r\OBSBURQ, J. O., Desler in Drags and Hedi- 13, at 7 o'clock, aharp.
David Bbbtsch, W. M.
XJ oinea, Painta and Oils, Brashes.Ac. Phy-

V

pen between

dozen cameras bearing upon him to take

It is

O

\7AN PUTTEN, Wm.,

the

We will go right up.” several other Gentlemen,not to quit the
The whole photographic establishment theatre of this world before the year 1800,
started up will) the great man, and he was it may be relied upon that no breach of
placed in a good position,with half a contract shall he laid to him on that ac-

APleasaot Duty.

TTEROLD, B„

Maqnfactnrer of and dealer In
Boots and Shoes, Leather, Findings,etc.,
Bightk street.

glad to hear beforehand

for General Giant?

52-4w

8—

A. City Pnysiclan. Office at D.
K. Meengs’ Drug Store, 8th Street.

H-ly

pump: Eighth

on

[Letterto Cincinnati Enquirer.

CHOUTEN, R.

Bhm.

sician'sprescriptions carefully

drew on

it

and Secretary Stanton appeared. worse.— And

Brady,” he said,” are you

A

¥7'

Hotel.

Finally, as

to half-past four, stepa were heard

A Gentle Hint.

Phtoguphtr.

Tlf O

of

a state

was.

in form as ht

In our style of climate, with its sudden
Public, Conveyancer,
and Insurance Agent. Office, Ctfy Drop changes of temperature.—rain, wind and
Going South.
Going Monk
.Store. 8th street.
sunshine often intermingled in a single
No. 1,
No.
STATIONS.
No. 4. No. 2.
day,— it is no wonder that our chiklreu,
a. m.
p. m.
p. m.
p. m.
PhTliCiABI
7 50
9 00
Muskegon,
friends and relativesare so frequently
8 00 12 15
8 40
2 88
Ferrysnurg,
7 25 11 41
A NNIS, T. E., Physician; residence, opposite taken from us hy neglected colas, half
8 56
2 88
Grand Haven,
7 15 11 86
rm. 8. W. cor. Public Square.
the deaths resultingdirecily from this
9 40
Pigeon,
8 13
6 30 11 07
11 15
3 45
Holland,
cause.
A bottle of Boschee’s German Sy6 35 10 40
|>E8T, R. H. * L. E., Surgeons and Physicians.
11 45
4 15
Fillmore,
5 or 10 18
13
Office at their residence, Overysel, Mich.
rup kept about your home for immediate
1 15
500
Allegan,
9 30
8 55
use will prevent serious sickness,a large
D. P. CLAY, Receiver,
r EDEBOER. B. Physicianand Surgeon: Office doctor bill, and perhaps death, by the use
Xj corner Eleventh and River street oppcslte of three or four doses. For curing ConClose connectionsmade at Allegan with O. R. <t public square.
sumption, Hemorrhrfges, Pneumonia, SeI. R. R. and L. S. A M. 8. for Plain well, Kalamaeoo, Ft. Wayne, Cleveland, Ac., Ac.
T EDEBOER, F, S., Physician and Surgeon; vere Coughs. Croup or any disease of the
Xj office at residence, on E|ghlh street,near Chi. Throat or Lungs, its success is simply
* M. L. S. R. R. crossing.
wonderful,as your druggist will toll you.
V* ORRIS, 8. L, Physicianand Surgeon. Office, German Syrup is now sold iu every town
iviat real ence, on Twellthsl, and at H. Walsh’s and village on this continent. Sample
Drug Store.
bottles for trial, 10c. ; regular size, 75c.
O

is

fit

kinds which ho

of suspenselest what will be said of him on that occasion;
the hour might not be rendered —conceivingthat nothing extra will hap-

the hero of

stairs,

any

(for ho thinks all fits that issue

death are worse than a love fit, a

in

I17ALSH, H., Notary

Attorney!.

said of him, if he

many other

TV

O

in the gallery, but the after-

fit,

maybe

until the light lost its laughter, and

them at once and thev will send you circulars, giving you full description of each
articlethey manufacture, and their terms
to agents, and will assign you exclusive
territoryto sell in. Their address is The
Housekeepers’Supply Company, No. 242

Elm

1J.

hearing what

him all at once; and as the light had now It about, maugre all his exertions to the
The attention of Agents
gr»wn weak, Brady sent a German assist- contrary.— In that cose, ho shall hope
Is called to The Housekeepers’Suppjy ant up on the ioof to pull back the skythey would do hy him us ho would by
Company, of Cincinnali,Ohio, make a
light to its full length. The man was in them— excuse it. At present there seems
hut-mess of getting up and manufacturing
new nud kbor-mving conveniencesfor such a state of nervousnessin the presence to be no danger of his giving them the
housekeepers, and give employment to of General Grant, and for fear Brady slip, as uciter his health, nor spirits, were
hundreds of agents of both sexes through- would lose the picture, that he stumbled
ever in greater flow, notwithstanding,ho
out the whole United States to introduce
on
the skylight and lei) full length, knock- adds, ho is descending, and has almost
and sell them, and offer inducements that
will pay them handsomely. Many of their ing immense pieces out of the plate-glass reached, the bottom of the hill;— or In
agents are now making from $4 to $0 per ‘‘any one of which,” said Brady, “had it other words, the shades below.”
day, and some of them even more. Write
struck Grant might have killed him.”

OOST, John A. Notary Public. Office in ComX\i man Council Roomt, Van Landegeuds block,
Eighth street.

Taken Effect, luenday,Jan. 15, 1878.

lowing, that is to say,— that despairing of

noon glided on

p

Mich. Lake Shore Bail Bead.

come down during
sit for his piciure. They got

ready for him

lb

••

V

Chicago Si Michigan Laks Shore B. B.
Taken Effect,Tuesday Jan.

“ “

IV

the

Washington were not acquainted with his name of his wife. In it he playing specucountenance, and feared that they might lates upon the time of his own death, and

alent, we recommend
Cough and Lung

a

ly closing to

6 inches high; 6 feel 6 inches widest base;
the cylinder being 25 inches bjre by 86
inches stroke. The gas used for the production of the cold is ammonia, being
liquefied by mechanical compression, and
in evaporating produces a cold 77 degrees
below the freezing point. The coat of

allow the gargling,he blew

the sulphur through a quill into the throat,
and, after the fungus had shrunk to allow
•f it, then the gargling.

He

never lost a

patient of diphtheria. If a patient cannot
gargle, take a live coal, put

it

on a shovel,

and sprinkle a spoonfulof flour of brim-

manufacturing the ice in New Orleans
will not much exceed $1 per ton. Bens at a time upon it, let the suffererinhale it,
trial of Young’s tor Jones, of Nevada, is the owner of the holding the head over It, and the fungus
tf
machine.— to York Commercial.
will die.

Syrup.

sufficientto meet any demand likely to arise
for several months to oome....The Senate

my

given their freedom upon applyingto the
proper anthori lies. Another proclamationan-

tive, by Congress, and by the people, It is
firm convictionthat if the country is to be benFinance Omnmittoe last week considered the nonnoes that Cuba will hereafterhave a repre- efited by a silver coinage it can do done only
bill to repeal the Resumption act, and post- sentation in the Spanish Cortes on equal terms
by the issue of silver dollars of foil value
poned the subject Some predict that the with Porto Rico, accordingto the population of which will defraud no man. A oarrenoy worth
Committeewill take no final action for one the island.,.. A London dispatch of the 6th less than It purportsto be worth will in the end
month. The committeemen indicate a desire inst. says: “Little
been learned defraud not only creditors hot all -who are enCITY.
to ascertain the effect of the Silver law before about the terms of peace.
money gaged in a legitimate business, and none more
taking action on the resumption question.
indemnityhas been reduced to 10,000,000 surely than those who are dependent on their
The following is the public -debt statement roubles, and, although Kars, Bayazid and daily labor for their daily bread.
Batoum are ceded to Rnssia, Erzeronm and
R. B. Hayes.
for March 1 :
Exxoutivk Mahhion, Feb. 28, 1878.
the greaterportion of Armenia will remain unSix per cent bonds ...................$7*8,6M,860 der Turkish rule. No Turkish war ships are
Five per cent, bonds ..................
703,266,650 ceded to Russia, nor will the Egyptian tribute
EAST.
Four and half per cent bonds ......... 900,000,000
Tho
Ah organized gang of Mollie Maguirea, who Four per cent bonds ..... . ...........700,850,000 be required to pay the indemnity.
Grand Duke Nicholas has sent the following
have been committing depredations in WestTotal coin bonds ..................
$1 ,727,782,500 dispatchto the Russian Emperor: “ I do myWednesday, Feb. 27.— Senate.— Mr. Hoar
moreland county, Pa., for the past two years,
self the honor of congratulatingyour Majesty
prweuled the petitionof clttw-nn of Cape Cod, reLawfnl
money
debt .................... 14,000,000 upon the conclusion of peace. God has vouch*has Iflst been broken up by one of the band
Matured debt ..........................
7.235,760 safed to ns the happiness of accomplishing tho monstratingagaimt the pawuge of Mr. Bargcnf’e
turning informer. Borne of them are under
Legal tenders..... ........ ; ............348.680,426
bill to organize a coast guard and life-saving
arrest and others have fled. Several murders Certificates of deposit .................28,555,000 holy work began by your Majesty, and, on the
service. Mr. Hargent made a speech attacking
anniversary
of
the
enfranchisement
of
the
are charged to them.
Fractionalcurrency ............
17,190,608
the life-savingservice as at present organserfs
y oar Majesty has deliveredthe Christians
48,456,000
ized, and charging that a disgraceful atate of InefStimulatedby the success of the Princeton Coin oertifioatee .......................
from the Mussulman yoke."
floienoy existed.... Mr. AllisonIntroduced a bill to
students, a large party of young men from Yale
Total withoutInterest ............
241882.124
The Mark Lane Express of the 7th inst, in provide for the entry of lands by Indians under
the Homeateod law.
.Mr, Maxey Introduced • bill
College attempted to haze the Count Johannes Total debt .............................
$2,091,900,384 a review of tho British grain trade, says: “The
to establiahthe rauk of rienior Inspector
22.700.666
while the latter was performing in a New Haven Total Interest .........................
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the Treasurynot io purcbaaTanybonds for the
sinking fund during the next fiscal year. He miintalnedihat by an erroneousmethod of bookkeeping an excess of $37^000,000has been carried to the
creditof the fund. He blamed Senators Morrill and
Dawes for this, and Insistedthat, In the depressed
condition of the Industries,no more money should
be appropriated for this purpoee. The resolution
was referred to the Finance Committee
Morrill spoke in reply to Mr. Beck, after which me Sen-

Mr

ate

adjourned.

House.— Mr. Marsh offered s resolutiondirecting
the JudiciaryCommittee to take steps looking to
the collection of the $28,000,000indebtedness d>the United States from the Central and Union ^
Pacific Railroad Companies.... The Fortification
bill, appropriating $275,000, was passed... .Judge
Kelley delivered a two hours’ speech on
finance. It was designed os
reply to
Gen. Garfield’sNovember speech on silver
Judge K iley’ereview -f Garfield’s speech wai
caustia He said It was devoid of lovlc, and waa a
mere rhapsody, and waa welcomed by the bullion1st prees as an answer to the silverargument,and
was distributed through the office of the Comptroller of the Curran cy, and thus possesseda semiofficial character....Mr. Riddle, from tho Committee on Territories,reportedback adversely the bill
to establishtho Territory of Pembina.Laid on tho
table. , The House, In committeeof the whole, discussed the bills authorizingthe Secretary of the
Treasuryto employ temporaryclerks, and making
an appropriation for the same ; making appropriations lor detecting trespass on publlo lauds,aud for
bringing Into the market public lands lu certain

a

.

peace prospects,the fairly-abundantgranaried General of the United States army.. .The
bill for continuing the work of improving
Cash In treasury:
stocks,and heavy anticipated arrivals both
the Capitol grounds was discussed without any acCoin ...................................
$131,818,156 from America and Southern Rnssia, have comtion being taken.
. .Consideration waa resumed of
Currency .........................
2,690,765
THE WEST.
bined to reduco the wheat trade to a lamenta- the bill to authorize a long bond for the investmeut
Currencyheld for redempbon of fracble state of depression.”
of savings, and Mr. Wallace explained at length the
In pursuance of a joint resolution which
States.
tional currency .....................
10,000,000
provisionsof tho measure. .. .The blU empowering
"T!" 1 1 1 — 1.
passed both houses of the Ohio Legislature,a Special deposits held for redemption
The insurrection in Thessaly and other Greek the Presidentto fill the vacant Now York Pension
of certificates of deposit.............28,555,000
The Postal Saviugs Rill,
national salute was fired at Columbus, on
provincesof Turkey is spreading,and the Turk- Agency was passed, after considerable opposition
the part of Messrs. Oonkliug and Blaine, by a
March 4, in honor of the final passage of tho
Total In treasury.................
$ 172,563,921 ish soldiers are re enacting the Bulgarian atroci- on
The bill for a nationalsavings scheme
vote of 48 to 8.
Silver bill.... Two Missouri murdererswore
ties in the disturbed districts, wherever they
agreed
upon by the House Banking and
House.— Tho bill authorizingthe Presidentto
hung on Friday, March 1— John W. Danielsat Debt less cash in treasury............. $ 2,042,037,129 find opportunity.
Currency
Committee provides for deDecrease
of
debt
during
February....
2,250,237
review
the
court-martial
proceedings
of
1864
In
the
Warrensburg, and Richard Green at Kansas
Decrease since June 30, 1877 ........... 18,121,094
The Czar aud the Sultan have cordially case of ex-8urgeoil General Hammond was passed posits at every money-order postoffice in
City.
Bonds issued to Pacific Railroad Compashaken hands across the bloody chasm, as wit- without debate. ...The bill pensioningsoldiersof the country of sums not less than 25
Rkpobts from the Upper Missouri mer’coun- panies, Interest payable in lawful
money :
ness the following graphic correspondence : the Mexican war was discussed withoutaction.... cents nor more than $5 in any one week,
try represent that three couriers from Gen.
Mr. Banning,Chairman of tho Committeeon MiliPrincipal outstanding .................64.623,512
Snlt&n to Czar— “ On the occasion of the anni- tary Affairs, reported a bill authorizing tho Secie- which shall bo entered upon a passMiles have been killed by some of the runaway Interestaccrued and not yet paid ..... 646.235
Interestpaid by United States ......... 37,896,334 versary of your Majesty’s accession to the tary of War to sell the following ordnance estab- book ; whenever the account reaches tho
savages from Red Cloud agency, and there is
throne,I offer you my congratulations,
with lishments: Watervllle arsenal, New York; Wash- sum of $10, the depositormay demand
Interest repaid by transportation of
Bonifcthing of a scare at Buford. It is also remails, etc ...........................
9,159,131 the desire of renewing our friendly relations." ington areenal. District of Columbia; Allegheny
postal-order on the United States
Pennsylvania ; Pikes vllle,Md., and \S aterported that Sitting Bull has visited a Yankton Balance of Interestpaid by the United
Csar to Saltan— “I thank your Majesty yonr arsenal,
town arsenal,Mississippi.
camp, near the boundary, for the purpose of
States ...............................
28,737,203
treasury, free of charge. These postalfor congratulations, which I receivedsimultanetrying to buy provisionsfor his people. He
Thursday, Fob. 28.— Senate.— The Houbo orders are made transferable on inThe House Committee on Pablio Buildings ously with the nows of the signatureof peace.
said there was no buffaloes across the line, and
has agreed to recommend an appropriationof I perceive in this coincidence a presage of bill to authorize the construction of a bridge across dorsement, but it is provided that there
that the Sioux in Canada are starving.
good aud lasting relations between us."
the Missouri river at Glasgow,Mo., was reported fashall not be more than five indorse$245,300for the constructionof a building suitEx-SknatobBen Wade died at his home in
vorablyaud placed on the calendar....Mr. Whyte ments on anv one order. These orders
THE
PRESIDENT’S
TETO
MESSAGE.
able for a National Museum in Washington
submitted
a
resolution
calling
upon
the
Secretary
of
Jefferson, Ohio, March 2, at the advanced ago
The plan of the buildingadopted by the comFollowing is the full text of tho President’s the Navy for information relatingto the Huron dis- themselves do not draw interest, but
of 78 years. Mr. Wade left an estate valued at mittee is similar in character to that erected
aster. ... At 3 o’clock the Clerk of the House appeared they are exchangeableon demand for
message vetoing the Silver bill :
with the President’a veto message,and announced
$80,000, and made no will
for the National Exposition,and will cover two
To the House ®f Representatives :
in the constitutionaliray the action of the House “ Postal-Savingsbonds” in sums ef $10
A Bah Fbancisootelegram says the loss by acres, everything to be on one floor.
After a very carefulconsiderationof House upon It. The opponentsof silver endeavored, by and multiples thereof, which shall draw
The President has made the following aptechnical objections,to delay the measnre. These
the great flood in tho Sacramento valley will
3.65 percent, interestfor the term of
pointments:Consuls— George C. Tanner, of bill No. 1,093, entitled “ An act to authorize were speedily overcome by tho sllverltes. and the
reach at least 1800,000.
three years, but no longer. Pending
message
was
received
aud
read.
The
President
pro
the coinage of the standard silver dollar and
tempore— Shall tho bill be passed 7 A Senator— the three years, these bonds may be exThe finances of the city of San Francisco South Carolina, at Verviera and Liege; Marto restore its legal-tendercharacter,"I feel Notwithstandingtbo objections of the President 7
are in a sad plight. The treasury is empty, shall H. Twitchell,of Louisiana,at Kingston,
changed on the demand of the holder at
Canada; Charles Bartlett, of Maine, at Guada- compelledto return it to the House of Repre- The Presidentpro tempore— The Chair uses the
words of tho constitution. The Clerk then pro- the United States treasuryor any suband the city is prohibited,by legislative enact- loupe. Miscellaneous-^-Albcri
G. Porter, of sentatives, in which it originated, with my ob- ceeded to call the roll, and the bill was passed over
treasuryfor United SUtes notes in an
ment, from borrowing any money.
Indiana, First Comptroller of the Treasury;
jections to its passage.Holding the opinion, the veto— yeas, 46 ; nays, 10. This vote was stronger
Edward
S.
J.
Nealy,
Collector
of
Customs
at
amount representing the principal and
than
the
silver
men
had
expected.
All
the
original
Thebe is stored in Chicago elevators 1,S26,Bath, Me. ; James E. Simpson,of Iowa, Col- which I expressed in my annual message, silver men were held, together with tho doubtful accrued interest, and they can also be
011 bushels of wheat ; 354,064 bushels of corn;
lector of Internal Revenue, Third District of “ that neitherthe interests of tho Government ones, and there was, besides,the gain of the vote of
exchanged at any time tor tho 4-per241,674bushelsof oats ; 168,205 bushels of rye, Iowa; Edward H. Morrison, of New Jersey, nor of the peoole of the United States would Mr. Hill, of Georgia.
House.— The President sent to tho House a mes- cent. refunding bonds of tho United
and 684,955 bushels of barley, making a grand Register of tho Land Office at Boise City, Idaho; be promoted by disparaging silver as one of
total of 2.774,909bushels, against 8,513,858 Commodore Edward F. Nichols,to be Rear the twe precious metals which furnish the sage vetoingthe Silver bill. Great confusion on States.
Admiral of the Navy; Thomas C. H. Smith, of coinage of the world? and that legislation the floor ensued when the reading was concluded.
bushels at this period last year.
National-Bank Redemption.
Ohio, Paymasterof the Army; Alexander C. which looks to maintaining the volume Tho Speaker raid the questionwas whether the
THE SOUTH.
Botkin,of Wisconsin, United States Marshal of intrinsic money to as full a meas- House would pass tin bill, notwithstanding
The following is a statement of tho
the
ure of both metals as their relative veto. Mr. Stephens was recognizedto move the operationsof the national-bankredempA Richmond (Vi.) telegram says that “Gov. for the Territoryof Montana.
Holliday has vetoed the Barbour bill, which
The President, in conversationwith some commercialvalues will permit would be previousquestionon passingthe bill. Thla was tion agency for the month of February,
neither unjust nor inexpedient,"it has been su'-talnedby the House, by an almost unanimous
embodied the scheme of the anti-debt-payers gentlemen on the Silver bill, the other day, my earnest desire to concur with Congress in vote, and tho roll-call was ordered. Mr. and the eight months ending Feb. 28,
in the VirginiaLegislature. The veto created stated that he hoped that the expectationsof the adoption of such measures to increase the Fort asked that the message be again read. as compared with tlio corresponding
Mr. Cox objected, saying that the messagewas “ a
great excitement,and a boisterous attempt was
silver coinage of the country as would not imits friends will be realized, and that hia own
charge of fraud by a fraiid." Mr. McCook called periods last year ;
made in the House to prevent its reading being
pair
the
obligation
of
contracts,
either
public
Mr. Cox td order, and demanded that these words
opinionsas to its effect might prove to be erheard. [The bill, it is said, cannot be passed
Xationai-Bank'.Vote* i>iv
roneous* , .McCulloch. Superintendent of Gov- or private, nor injuriously affect public credit. l>o taken down and read from the Clerk’s desk.
]>oned o/.
Month. Eight Months
over the yeto, and will occasion an extra sesIt
is only upon the conviction that this bill Much excitementensued. The Speaker anld that
ernment Buildings at San Francisco,having
sion of the Legislature.”
does
not meet these essential requirementsthat Mr. Cox spoke ont of order, and that his words
been discoveredin fraudulenttransactions, has
Note* fit for circulationasI feel it my dnty to withhold from it my ap- would not appear on the record. Mr.
Cobh-plantiho is progressing in Texas, and been removed by the President.
sorteci and returnedto
.The House
McCook said ho tras satisfied with this. The
proval
My
present official duty as to this hill
baiike of Ibbuo ......... $ 11,246,400$ 103,372,200
the wheat fields present * grand appearance. PoBtofficn Committee has agreed to recommend
vote was then taken, and resulted : Yeas, 196; nays.
permits only an attention to the specificobjecNote* unfit for circulation
Good reports from the growing wheat come the adoptionof the Rouble-stamp rcturti postal- tions to its passage,which seem to me so im- 73. The Speakerannounced the vote and said :
assortedand delivered
*’ In obedienceto the requirementof the concard. The purpose of this is to permit an anfrom all the sections heard ftom .... There was
portant as to justify me masking from the stitution, two-thirds have voted In the affirmative, to Comptroller«f Curswer to be returned on a postal-card.
rency for destruction
a quadruple executionat Marion, Ala., on Friwisdom and duty of Congress that further con- aud the bill has passed, the objection of the Presiand replacement with
FOREIGN NEWS.
The anday, March ,L. All four of the criminals
sideration of the bill for which the constitution dent to the contrary notwithstanding.”
new notes ..........
y* i if ill I l>.i
3,731,500,
31,986,200j
were colored men, and all died prohas in such cases provided.The hfll provides nouncement was received with general hand- Notes of failed,liquidating
A number of heavy commercialfailures are
and other marks of Jubilation. The bill
testing ’’ their innocence____ There was
for tho coinage of silver dollars of the clapping
and
reducing
banks
deveto messagewere thereuponsent to tho Senthe luual blow-ont at New Orleans, announced in Cork and Belfast, Ireland.... It weight of 412% grains each, of standard silver, and
posited In treasury.....
7,210,750
608,100
ate. Not a man who supported the bill on Its
Memphis, and other Southern cities on is announcedfrom London that in tho event of to be a legal tender at their nominal value original passage voted to sustain the veto,
Totals for 1878 ......... | 15,580,000l 142,569.150
Harm Gras day, March 5.
war Lord Napier will be placed in command of for all debts and dues, public and private, ex- while one— Mr. Townsend, of New York— who
voted
against
it
at
that
time, on this Totals for 1877 ............ 18,976,900 147,378,000
cept
where
otherwise
expressly
stipulated
in
A tehbible tornado recentlyswept through tho British, forces, with Sir Garnet Wolseley,
The House
contracts. It is well known that the market occasionvoted with the silvorites...
Decrease
4,808.8-50
...!$ 3,390,200
Casey county, Ky., dairyingdeath and destruc- the hero of the Ashantee war, as Chief of
passed the bill requiring estimates for appropriaStaff —
Dr. Arif, President of the Red Cres- value of that number of grains of standard tions needed by the Navy Department to be made
tion whereverit was felt. The whale of the
cent Society in Constantinople, appeals to silver dating tho past year lias been from 90 in full — The Naval Committee maile a favorable
Timber Seizures— Liunar^ Yictory.
family of Vincent Wesley, consisting of him- America for help. Thousandsof victims are to 92 cents, as compared with the standard report on the bill appropriating $50,000to aid Oapt.
self, wife, two grown daughters and boy succumbing day by day, he says, to hunger and gold dollar. Thus tne silver dollar authorized Howgate’s Arctic exploring expedition____ Some
Lamar, of Mississippi, gained quite a
named Sloan,' nephew, and William Taylor,a oold, and tlio cry for aid is to those throughout by this Silver hill is worth 8 to 10 percent hours were spent in debatingthe bill pensioning
victory
in the United States Senate tho
soldiers
of
the
Mexican
and
Indian
wars.
neighborstopping at his bouse, were killed the world who sympathize with sufferinghu less than it purports to be worth, and is made
a legal tender for debts contracted when the
outright Mrs. Wesley’s body was blown 400 manity.
Friday, March 1.— Senate.— Not in Benaion. other day. The House bill providing
law did not recognize such coins as lawful
yards. Her clothing was entirely stripped off.
House.— Mr. Shelley introduced a bill to old the for an extra session of tho United States
Cable dispatchesof tho 1st inst. say that a money. The right to pay duties in silver,or
The two daughters were carried fifty yards,
Groat Southern Railroad Company to construot a Court in the Southern District of Misand were found locked in each otner’s arms. greater part of 'the Russian conditions had in certificates of silver deposits,will, when line of railways in Georgia and Florida. Referred.
sissippi had been reported adversely by
The father and nephew were fearfully mangled, been accepted by the Porte, though the ques- they are issued in sufficient amount to circu....Mr. McCook, from tho Committee on Military the Committee on Judiciary.This reand all must have been killed by the first force tion relative to the surrender of the Turkish late. put an end to the receipt of revenue in
Affairs, reported back tho bill authorizing the Secof the tempest. In the vicinity of Mount fleet was still unsettled. It was rumored in gold, and thus compel the payment of silver retary of War to purchasethe site of and attach port was pretty unanimous,being susfor both the principal and interest of the pub- to the Vicksburg National Cemetery the Graut- tained by tho liepublicau members of
Olive, Mrs. Morgan, wife of John W. Morgan,
lic debts. Prior to February, 1873, there was Pcmberton monument. Referred....Mr. Crux),
was killed, and the dwelling and outhouses of
the cammittee, as well as by Senators
$1,143,493,400 of the bonded debt now from the same committee,reported back lb* bill
F. Floyd were completelyswept away, and the
Davis and Thurman, yet Lamar sucallowlnu-Jiient.
B.
F.
Tozter,
U.
8.
N..
to
accept
outstanding
issued,
when
the
silver
dollar
timbers scattered in every direction.
among themselves.There was much excit<
a
gold
medal
from
the
President
of
tne
French
ceeded
in calling to his support a maThe town of Hot Springs,Ark., the well- ment in St Petersburgover the active wt was unknown in circulation in this country, republic. Passed .... Several bllla of a private naand
was
only a convenient form of silver
jority of the Senate, and passed the bill
ture were passed.
known resort for invalids, has been almost en- preparationsin England.
bullion for exportation. Since February, 1873,
over the report by six majority. The
By the secessionof half a dozen Orleanisi $583,440,350of the funded debt has been isMonday, March 4.— Senate.— Vico-PreHident
tirely destroyedby fire. The loss is estimated
bill excited no little debate. Its main
from tke conservative fide of the Frenc sued, when gold atone wm the coin for which Wheeler occupied the chair for the first time In sevat about 1250,000.
the bonds were sold, and gold alone was the eral days ...... A bill supplementalto the law re- purpose is to try the timber-depredation
Senate,the Republicans are likely to seem
GENERAL.
•
ru » ”
coin in which both parties to the contract un- monetizingsilver was Introducedby Mr. Codkrlll,
control of that body without waiting for tt
derstood that the bonds would be paid. These of Missouri. It provides for the deposit of iilver
Hon. A. G. Oattell, formerly United States
next elections. ..; A Vienna dispatch assen
bonds entered into the markets of the world. bullionor bars with the Treasurer or any Assistant
MARKETS,
Senator from New Jersey, is now an inmate of that Austria needs very littlein the wa
They were paid for in gold when silver had Treasurer of tho United States,and for the issue to
a mad-house. .. .A New York dispatch says: of special prepamtion for war. “For tt
such
depositors
of
certificates in denominations
of
NEW
YORK.
greatly depreciated and when no one would
“ The 4-per^eat.bonds seem to suit the farm- last seven years,"the dispatch says, “prepa
have bought them if it had been understood not less than $20, to be receivablefor duties and all Beeve* ................... ....... $7 00 @10 75
forma of publlo taxes, and to be payable Hogs ..............................4 25 @ 4 50
ations have been going on, and, since l&i
that they would be paid in silver. The stun of
ers ont West, who are subscribinglargely. It
on demand by tbo Treasureror AMiatantTreas- Cotton ............................ 11
11V
year, when the possibility of such
$225,000,000of these bonds has been sold dur- urers in silver dollarsor United Statesnotes.,.. . Floub— Superfine .................4 00 @ 4 75
is said that orders from Western citiesfor submeasure arose, the plans have been worke
ing my administrationfor gold coin, and the Mr. Bruce introduced a bill to authorize the pay- Wheat— No. 2 Chicago.
.....
1 24 @12#
scriptionsto the new popular loan of 4-perout to the very smallest detail.". . .Among tt
54
United States received tho benefit of these ment of bounties to the fceiraof aoldierawho were Cohn— Western Mixed....... ...... 48
oent. bonds are being received in New York at
other blessingsderived by Roumauia from tt
36
sales by a redactionof thereto of interest to enlistedas slaves. Referred. . .Mr. Davis, of Illinois, Oats— Mixed ....................... 85
an average of nearly $100,000 a day, principalmaking of that country the Russian base t
..... 71
72
4 per cent During the progress of these called up tho penatebll) to prevent abusce m respect Rye— Western^^.
ly from Chicago, flt. Lotus and Cincinnati.’
to mileage of District Attorneysof the, United Pork— New Mess..... ...... ...... 10 60 @10 75
operationsagaiinrt the Turks, is the Infectic
sales a doubt was suggested as to the Stales,and spoke in explanation thereof....Several
Failures ; John I. Adams & Co., wholesale of all the railway rolling stock of thecounti
coin in which the payment of these bonds private bllli were passed....The Senate, In execu........ ......
grocers, New Orleans, La^ liabilitieefl,
500, 0<)0 ; with the poison of typhus fever. The pest
would be made. The public announcement tive session,confirmed Bayard Taylor as Envoy Ex- Beeves—
Choice Graded Steers ..... 4 60 @ 5 35
lence Is said to be epidemic in the Russia
Choice Natives,..,....... 4 00 @4 50
was thereupon authorizedthat it was not to be traordinary and MinisterPlentipotentiaryto GerWhitlock A Anderson, woolen goods, New
camps, and tho Roumanians insist that tt
Cows and Heifer* ........ 2 25 @ 3 50
anticipatedthat any fartherlegislation of Con- many; Jehu Baker, of Dllnola, Minister Resident
York, liabilities$200,000;Joseph Woodley, army should return to Russia by sea, instea
Butchers’ Steers ......... 3 00 (» 3 25
gress or any action of any department of the at Veneznels, and WUliam C. Goodloe,
boots snd shoes, Qnebec, Canada, liabilities of marching back throiigh the principality.
Medium to Fair.......... 8 60 @8:75
Governmentwould sanctionor tolerate the re- of Kentucky,Minister Resident at Belgium.
$150,000; Bernard, Bastian A Co., lumber,
Hoos—
Lire.....
...............
....8 40 @ 3
House.—
The
House
concurred
in
the
Senate
Russia offered a sop to Austria by sugges
demption of the principal of these bonds or the
Flour— Fancy White Winter..... . 6 00 @ 6 60’
Montreal, Canada, liabilities$100,000 ; Galpayment of the interest thereon in coin of less amendments t6 the bill granting pensions to aol*
Good to Choice Spring Ex. 5 00 (4 6
lagher A Thornton, dry goods, bh&ron and ing that she has no objectionto the latter o.
value than the coin authorized by law at the uic.n auu ixuiuia V‘ *9*^. OUU U1C1T WIUUWB.
Wheat— No. 2 Spring ........ ..... 1
1 08
Greenville, Pa., liabilities $60,000; W.
oupyiog Bosnia and Herzegovina. ____ Tt
No. 3 Spring, t. a
,.
. i oi @ i 02
time of the issue of the bonds, being the coin Joyce, of Vermeht,wtotM Acknse Insertedexcl
Hinee A Co., Iron founders, Fond duLac, Prince of Batteuburglooms up as the pro
Cohn— No. 9 ............ ......... .. 42
48
exacted by the Government in exchange for ing from its benefit?any one who had partlcipa
Wis., liabilities$60,000. There were aixtyOats— No. 9. v .... ... .. i.al’....t’M1
pective sovereignof Bulgaria. He is a nephe
the
same.
In view of these facts it will be justly in the rebellion. The bill waa pawed by 217 y
seven failures in New York during February,
Rxe— No.9..l.^..>J....'..
.•.v.lf..!l»65
of the Czar, and is about to marry a daughh
regarded as a grave breach of public faith to to 21 nays....Th0fallowing bills were iutroduci
with liabilities amounting to $2,658,958. There
Bablet— No. 2 ..................... 45 (# 46
By Mr. Frye, for -the exchange- of silvercoins
of the Emperor’s sister, the Grand Dnohei
undertako
to
pay
these
bonds,
principal
or
inButteb— Choice Creamery. ....... . 32
38
were forty-four failures m Chicago during the
the United fitetea tot United States /notes;
Maria Nicolaevna.
terest, in silver coin worth in the market loss
Eogb— Freeh .......... .1..^ ....... 10)e<9 H
same period, with liabilitiesaggregating $2,Mr. Ward, reducing the number of cuak
Pobk-Mcbs ........................
9 90 @10 00
than the coin received for them. It is said officers* and regulating their oompeniatton;by ]
A Ministerial crisishas occurredat Quebc
891,005.
Labd ......
......... J.VilVj. 1' 7
7*
that the sHver dollar made a legal tender by Vance, authorizing Circuit and District Judges
Gin. Giant has arrived in Constantinople. involving the resignationof the Premier at
MILWAUKEE.
this kill will, under itooperation,bo equivalent fine and imprison at discretion in oases of oom
Wheat-No. 1 .....................1 llJKdi 1 13
He was )u»i in time to witness the closing the formation of a new Ministryby the leadi in value to the gold dollar. Many support- Uon of lUiclt distillation, In lien of punishment i
No. 9 ............ ..... ... 1 08 @ l 09
of the opposition.
Pope Pecci seems to ha^
ers of thla bill twliove this, and would
scenes in the great military spectacle whereat
Co bn — No. 9. ....... it...
>U. 42
43
recon lioered his first intention to continue:
not justify an attempt to pay debts either pubOats— No.
<4^* •(•«'. 91
24
mr. x uimru, appropriating *ioj,wu ior aencte
all Europe has gazed for nearly a year past.
the “prisoner-ofthe-Vatican" business. La
lic or private in coin of inferior vahie to the
....... JJ..X 64 <4 65'
In the Interior Department fQTthe fiscal year v
Capt. Wiluam O. Habbisonc who was a pas- reports fay he intends to disband the Swi
Bablet— No. 2 ...................63
64
money of the world. The capital defect of the ing June 80, 1876; Dy Mr. Ittner (by request),to
ST. LOUIS.
bill ja that it cootains no provision protecting peal th* Taw lmjx>riug a tax oti medicines or toed
senger on the ill-fatedsteamer Mstropolbv has Guards and other aimed people heretoforer
Wheat-No. 3 Bed FoIL.
1 15 (^1 16
tained in the pontifical p&laoe,and to roeic
from ite operation pre-existingdebts to c$se preparation#;by Mr. Stone, for a water-route to
been arrested at Philadelphiaon a charge of
Cobh— No. 2 Mixed ................41
42
mostly at Castle Gandolfo, a pretty viliaf
the coinage whjoh it creates shall continae to dilute transportationbetween Lakes Michigan
Oaxb^*No.
••x.ij.mII.1. , 28
97.
robbing the dead after they were thrown by fourteen miles from Roma, situated c
Erie; by Mr. Gibson, providing for t bommlssloi
be of less value than that which was the sole
lira ......
4. 1... ....... 54
55
the constructionof works to
the waves upon the Currituck beach. H&rison
high volcanic peak, ...It is ai legal tender when they were contracted. If it aupervM
Pobk— Mesa...* «•.•••»•«•••••.1. ...10 85 @10 50
prove the navigation of tne Mlntafnpl rlYer ;
nounoed in Vienna that, according
Labd ............................... 7
7)^,
is now proposed for the purpose of taking ad- Mr. Wiiiittm«|
*ttriT4whn Vr
fre^ht?
°ttt
0*r8° trustworthy advices from various quarters,
Hogs.... ......
......... ....... 8 40 @ 3 75
vantage of the depreciationof silver in the of tlsh commissioners, to regulate and protect t
Cattle ......................
...... 2 80 @ 6 00
part of the Russian army will enter Constanl
payment of debts to coin and makea legal tenWASHINGTON.
CINCINNATI.
nople shortly, whether the treatv 14 signed
der a silver dollar of a less commercial value
The President, not long ago, received infor- not
Wheat—
Red
.......................
l 12 @ 1 15
From various sources the informstb
than any dollar, whether of gold orpaper, creditorsof railroadcorporations to ‘elect recei’
Cobh— New* .......................
89
40
in suits to equity pending in the Uniled 8t;
mation to the effect that colored men were
which it) now lawful tooney in this country, such
Oat*..., .......
28 0# 31
courti. . XrMr. Bright offered % resolutiondired
being kidnapped from Florida, taken to Cuba
measure, it will hardly be questioned,will, to the the Secretary of tho Trlfteuty to inform the He
Rye ....................
62
63
key
_ _ .
Pobk— Mess .......................
10 10 @10 25
judgmentof mankind, be an act of baa faith. whether he has authorizedthe sale of any bo
and sold Into slavery. He has determined, if
Labd.., ...........................
7
IX
As to all debts heretofore contracted,,the fqr ontaUnding'legal.tender notes at per, add
such is the case, to put a stop to thla newly- by the Grand Duke Nicholas to
TOLEDO.
silver dollar should Ite made a legal tender only the current N«w York premium on gold and
arisen slave trade, and, with that end in view soldiers on the occasion of a grand
Wheat— No. I White ............... 125 @126
at its market value. The standard of value dtounlsslon for selling, or whether he has autl
has dispatcheda confidential agent to Havana! view at San Btophano, and the receipt of
. ^ No. 2 Red ................l 23 @ 1 24
Ixed the sale of such bonds for legal-tendernotei
intelligence in St. Petersburg was the ocean
should
not
be
changed
without
the
oonsent
of
in the person of Congressman Leonard, of LoniaCobn .............................. 45
A6%
any other term* than above stated ; and, If »),
of
great
rejoicing
..... Pope Leo XIIL '1
both parties to the contract National promOatb— No. 2. .................
28
29
iana, for the purpose of obtaining all the
number and amonnt of the proceeds of such boi
orownedin
the
Sistine
Chapel
March
3d.
Thee
facte in the case.
ises should be kept with unfltoobtogfidelity, end who were employed as agents to diapou
^
DETROIT. 1
emony commenced at 9:30 in tho morning, i
Flouh— Choice White ..............6 75 @ 6
There is no power to compel a nation, to pay them. Adopted,
Dl. Lindebxan,the Director of the Mints,
WWka^-No. 1 White ............ .. ,1 28 @ 1 97
terminated at 1 ^0 in the afternoon. Carahn
its just dobti. It* credit depends oh itshonor.
Thun:
No. 1 Amber.........'..... 1 23 @ 1 24
haa'made all artangementefor tunning the prelates,apd diplomatists accreditedto
Tho nation owed what it has led or allowed ite
COBH-No.
1 ..........
55
56
Inlrodnced a pUj to prohibit members of Cong
coin mills to their fall capsdty on the new sil- Vatican, and other persons were present. 7
creditors to export. -I*cannot approve'A bill
OAia-Mixed .........
. ..;. ..... 28
29
reoiA
betomihg
sureties
(to
certain
bouds.
Pope was afterward carriedto his apartmoi
which, in my Judgment, authorizes the violaver dollar, in connectionwith which gold only
blessing the spectators on the way. X*!
Mr. Sponoer, from the Committeeon \
tion of sacrod obligations. , The obligationof f creed ^
will for some time be coined. It is thought by
houses were Uhrminatad at night .*
public faith transcendsall questionsof profit or tary Affairs, reported adversely on the Senate bill
EAST UBfeni?,, PA,
ttie middle of April the coinage of the silver
Oattlk— Beat .........
..—.. o 03 @5 25
public advantage.Its unquestionablemainten- tending the time for presentingdalmt tor coll
By proclamationof the Spanish anthorit
dollar will be at the rate of $3,500,000 per
ing, drilling, or organlztog volunteers for the wa
Fair. .....................4 10 @ 4 75
ance is the dictate as well of the highest exmonth. The supply of fractionalsilver coins in Cuba all slaves who have served in the rai
Ihe Rebellion,and it waa indefinitelypostponed
Common .................8 50 @ 4 00
pediency as of the most necessaryduty, and Mr. Beck delivered s lopg argument In supi
at the mint and differenttreasury offices is of the insurgents in any capacity are to
Hog* ...............................
3 50 @ 4 40 '
should ever be carefully guarded by the execu- of his resolutiondirecting the Secretary
Sheep ............ ................3 50 @ 5 76
theater. Eight of them were so successfulas
to spend the rest of the night in jail
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MICHIGAN ITEMS.
and killed one of the rattlesnakes,and scout’s.” She said she was from Chicago, and had settled with her father near
actually begun to eat it, the flesh
Tan have “ mum-socials ” at HoughGen. Grant Talks Again— Mr. Motley's Re- being entirely gone ffom one side of the Deadwood.
ton.
moral— Mr. Samner’s Temper. \
snfdse’shead and ?eok, and the bones
Thb United States Land Office at Ionia
[Fwm « Intorrievr Qnf' Et CMro' exposed. The
THE GALLOWS.
remaining rattlehas been jemoved'to Reed City.
What I Bay ifl that Mr. Sumner’s tem- snakes evidenced by their movements The Number of Judicial f xecutkm* In the
Tax Michigan lawyers ^re going ty
per and nature wert puoh that he be. thb'tenbr itMAi 'lleyftlttoward their
United Bfatee In 1877form
a State Bar Association.
tevedhisown illuaions without regard little enemy, whose every move caused
The Chicago Tribune says there were
A
Farmers’
Club has been organized
them to display in^erf0ea^[Q^[
96 men hanged in the United States and
in Saginaw City, with twenty-five memCanada during the year 1877, of whom
UlUNT AND SUMNER.

found the bullet marks as sworn to. She
is held in jail as a witness.

ui

,

£“».«««

afeelings toward Gov. Fish and myBelf
%ere concerned, it is most charitable .to
feel that it was a mental delusion. Thus,
in the later years of his life, whenever
my name was mentioned in Mr. Sumner’s presence, he would lose all control
of himself, and say things about me of
the severest and most outrageous nature
— things of which he could not by any
possibility have had a knowledge, even
if they had been true. I told Mr. Curtis
of one incident showing how Mr. Sumner’s temper anil nature were affected.
This is an incident which can also be
.verified.A House bill had passed Congress during reconstruction times. The
bill was popular with the admirers of
Mr. Sumner, and it originatedin the
committeeof which Mr. Boutwell was
Chairman. It happened that Mr. Boutwell, who, you will remember, took

Spring Styles.

43 were negroes,2 werei Chinese, and 1

Before Judge Huntington,at Ann
Arbor, a final decree has been entered
in the Rose-Donglas case. The Lansing
Republican says: “Dr. Rose and his
friends were not present. Bradley
F. Granger, of Ann Arbor, appeared
as counsel for the Regent* in

place of Senator Christianoy.The
gross indebtedness on the part of
Douglas is fixed at $1,672.68, and on the
now part of Rose $4,647.55, for the payment

bers.

Plans have been completed for a
Fresh importationsof spring millinery was an Iddian. There were 3 double, 2
arrive daily, and confirm the rumored re- triple,2 quadruple, 1 sextuple,and 70 church at South Jackson, to take the of whioh sixty days are allowed, it being
vival of Havana and mastic gray shades. single executions, whioh took place in place of the one burned by incendiaries especially provided that R. A. Beal and
a week ago.
There is a great variety in these sober the followingStates and Territories :
defendant* Smith, Wilson and Smith,
State.
Execution*.
StaU.
,
JftKfutfoM.
At East Saginaw, Adam Christopher Rose’s bondsmen, are holden for any
tints, and the names most prominent on
Ohio
....................
3
Arkansas .............. 6
the list of colors are mode, drab, silver, California .............. & Oregon .................1 Schmidt, a native of Prussia, 60 years default in payment Mr. Granger rebeige, olair de lune, Havana, tan, wood, Delaware...;......... u 1 Pennsylvania,.......... 16 old, hung himself with a clothes-line. quested a continuance of the case, but
Georgia ................
Carolina......... 12
mastic, and finally ashes-of-roses, whioh
He had been drinking freely.
Wm. L. Webber, associate counsel for
Kentucky ...... ....... 1
is revived in preciselythe pinkish- Louisiana ..... ........ 6 ---rr-. ................ .
A little son of John Elliott, a far the Regents, objected to this on the
..... 8 Virginia...^.. .......... 4
drab hue formerly known under this Maryland ......
mer of Saginaw county, was choked to ground that it waa tor the interest of
name.
death recently in an attempt to swallow the university to have the case decided
.............. S Washington Territory.. 1
as soon as possible. The report of the
One of the special noveltiesto relieve Nevada
a
piece of cabbage.
New Hampshire...... . 1 Canada.,
quiet colors is gold and silver ribbon. New Jersey, ............ 1
Romance in real life. Last summer Commissionershowed some ledger ex.96
This is an inch or more in width, is thin-, New York ..... ........ 3 Total..
Geo. H. Leonard, of Belding, saved cesses and voucher excesses in favor of
North Carolina.........
Rose and some against him. The J udge
ner and more flexible than the metal
There is no banging law in Iowa, Mich- Miss Libbie Rossman from drowning in
attributed them to accident and as inbraids, and is used as bows, or as loops
Baldwin
lake.
Last
week
they
were
igan, or Wisconsin; it follows that excidental to the system of keeping acforming parts of bows that are partly of cluding these, last year there was no married.
counts. In regard to the aisouted
satin rib bon, or else to tie bouquets' of
murderer executed in thirteen of the
News has been received at Detroit of terns, the evidence was considered unflowers. Satin is above everything the States of the American Union and five
the death of Major Lewis Cass at Paris.
satisfactory.Interest at the rate of 7
a leading part in the legislation material for trimming, both ribbons of the Territories.In the Northwestern Deceased was the only son of the late >er cent is to be charged each defendand
cut
bias from the
r
States, Illinois,Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Gen. Cass, and had resided abroad for
upon reconstruction,
almost,
ant on the amount of delinquent or unFringed ribbons are shown as novel- Michigan, Minnesota, Nebraska, and
if not altogether, the author of this
many years.
joid accounts at the close of each year,
ties. These have an inch-wide stripe Wisconsin, with a population of 8,580,bill, and had written it out without conIt is proposed to establish a brick
udge Huntington said the fact that the
down
the
middle of satin, silk, or 345 souls in 1870— it is probably neafer
sulting anyone, except, perhaps, anwatered surface, with a fringe of the 10,000,000now— there was no murderer yard for the accomodation of tramps in case was not tried by jury was due not
other member of his committee. Notsame width on each side. Omber rib- hanged last year. Taking the great cit- Bay and Sagnaw counties, the establish- to himself but to the counsel forthe parwithstanding this, Mr. Sumner told Mr.
bons have a shaded satin stripe In the ies of the American Union and Canada, ment to be run in connection with the lies in sait”
Boutwell that he (Mr. Sumner) had premiddle. Jardiniere ribbons have the we find that there were executions only proposed union poor-house.
pared that bill, every word and everv
The followingis the annual report of
fringe of many colors, while the stripe in
The annual Convention of the State
at San Francisao, New Orleans, and
line, himself, and had passed it through
Perry Averill, State Inspector of IlluPhiladelphia; so that, with all their Millers’ Associationwas held at Grand minating Oils, just made to the GovCongress. Now, this is not the conduct the middle is of solid color.
Very little gros grain is shown, but great criminal classes and tragedies of Rapids last week. Nearly fifty of tiie
of a liar, but that of a man whose mind,
ernor, for the year 1877 : There have
his is a standard article that the best
most prominent millers in the State, inby sorrow or suffering or some visitation
>een inspected66,002 barrels, of which
milliners are not willing to give up.
cluding PresidentJ. D. Hayes, of Deof Providence,had become distempered;
,001 have been rejected and returned
Old-fashionedpin-dottedsilks, with tiny
troit, were present.
—
and I have always so interpreted the
o
the dealer or manufacturer who
raised spots, are revived, and there are ton, Detroit, St. Louis, Jersey City, New
condition of Mi. Sumner toward me.
The wife and child of John Barry, of shipped it to this State. Some of the
rimming silks with the inevitable rough York, Brooklyn, Cincinnattii, Cleveland,
I have no animosity toward him nor his
Jackson, were suffocated byooal gas from oil rejected flashed as low as 76 degrees
memory; but his admirers, or people breads like those of bourette. Soft Milwaukee, Montreal, or Quebec. In a stove the other night. When first dis- F. At first it was branded by the shipsatin brocades are shown in small fig- New York City alone there were over 40
who now pretend to be his admirers,use
covered Mrs. Barry was dead, and the per as inspected and approved Michiures of two colors, or else in two tones
murders committed last year.
his name and memory to attack me.
gan legal test 150 degrees. Lately, in
ohild died abont noon the next day.
of one color, and are as flexible in quality
Taking up the time when the men
The pretext, said the General, that I
order to evade the law, the shippers
George
W.
Staokel
of
Stackel
A
Frey,
as the twilled silks so long used for were executed, we have the following
dislikedMr. Motley, is a pretext inproprietors
of the Central House at J aok- ship and bill it as lubricatingor mashowing :
vented by people, some of whom, like trimming,
chinery oil, and it is so branded. This
The oeaded ornaments are most va- Month. Execution*. Month. Execution*. son Junction, died the other day from
Mr. Jay,
when living, and
Fay. hated him
h
oil is shipped to dealers in small places
ried.' Pearl galloons are made up of January ...............6 July ................-*1; injuries received while walking up the
onlv use him,
dead,
remote from any inspector, and is genAugUBt
................
1
track,
going
to
a
meeting
of
the
GerFebruary .............. 6
to wound Gov. Fish and myself. four or five rows of beads for binding March .............U. 6 September ............. 4 man Workingmen’s Relief Association.
erally c&nght and inspected in transit.
the brim or resting flatly on the coronet,
April ..................* October ............... 2
Other friends of Mr. Sumner seem
The United States Vessel Commissioner
The first pioneer meeting of Huron
there are pearl fringes to match, May ..................11 November ............. 9
to regard him as made of different and
stationed at Detroit in November,
December .............12
June
..................
23
county, held recently at Port Austin,
pearl comb-shaped ornaments for bow
materiel from other men. It is proper
seized a quantity of this oil, whioh waa
The
unusually
large
number
of
exewas a very interestingone. A permaon the crown, and balls of pearl on rods
enough for Mr. Sumner, when living,and
cutions in June is made up by the hang- nent organization was effected,with shipped to points m Michigan. It was
for brooches.
his admirers,when dead, to attack Gov.
inspected by Deputy Inspector F. W.
A most natural effect is given to the ing of ten of the “ Molly Maguires ” in Aaron G. Peer, President; Hon. JereDix and myself— to fill the air with malAverill,and flasned at 76 degrees.
Pennsylvania.
Executions
took
place
miah Ludington,Vice President; John
pale green foliage so largely imported,
edictions and execrations. But when
There have been two fires and the death
by making these leaves of oil-silk in- on the seven days of the week os fol- W. Kimball, Secretary.
one word of defence is made against
of one child, caused by explosionof oil
stead of muslin, and not putting wire lows j] ff \
Surveys have recently been made by manufactured from petroleum. In each
abuse is not to be tolerated. It is proper
Execution*.
Execution*.]
Day.
down the middle. A great deal of
Louis Sands and Richard G. Peters case of the fire the oil was not Michigan
.......... 19
to say of me that I killed Mr. Motley,
Monday..... .T... ..... fllThuniday
green rubber “ tubing,” as it is tech- Tuofid&y. ..
.... 6| Friday
.............69 with a view of constructing two railroads legal test. The law provides ft safe ilor that I made war on Mr. Sumner for
nically called, is used to tie in clusters Wednesday .............
^Saturday ............ • 5 on the Manistee river for logging purluminator, and every violation of it*
not supporting the annexation of St.
and hang like grasses, or to string pearl
It will ;be seen that the old , prejudice
)Oses. Mr. Peters has concluded ti provision should be visited with the
Domingo. But if I dare to answer that
beads upon in most incongruous fashion in favor of making the “unlucky day” juild one, and has made contracts for
I removed Mr. Motley from the highest
appropriate penalty, ftnd it is ft
as fringe.
of Friday the day for execution iijrjtiR he early constructionof the same.
considerationsof duty as an Executive,
right of every citizen to prevent the use
Tho yellow Tuscan braids are chosen strong in the minds of Judges and GovWhile the Michigan Grand Lodge L or sale of uninspected and dangerous
if I presume to say that he made a misby the most expensive Parisian milli- ernors, over 60 per cent, of the execuO. O. F. was in session at Grand Rapids, oils by making cotoplalnt and bringing
take in his office that mode him no
ners to trim as models of spring styles ; tions taking place in the United States
last week, R. H. Morrison, of Sturgis,
the offender to justice. Yet it ift with
longer useful to the country, if Gov.
these will rival the nicest French chip. last year happening on that day, and
who has held the position of Grand great reluctance that a dealer (who has
| Fish has the temerity to hint that Mr.
A novelty is gray chip alternatingwith both of those in Canada. - Indeed, on Treasurer forthe past six years, came up
been particularlyinjured by having to
Sumner’s temper was so unfortunate
silver braid on the whole bonnet.
the 13th of December, at Wilmington, missing, and the worst feature is that he compete with those who sell an article ,
that business relations with him became
Harper's Bazar.
Del, two negroes, George Collins and had $6,778.74 of the funds of thefrater- jelow the prescribed grade) will assist
impossible,we are slanderingthe dead.
Samuel Chambers, convicted of an asmo in obtaining evidence sufficient to
If respect is due to the dead, truth ant
Starring Chinese.
sault on a white woman, were sentenced
During 1877 the sales of Flint and make complaint I haye thirty deputies
justice are due to the living, aBd I only
• The latest news of the awful famine
to be hanged upon the 19th of March ;
Pere Marquette railway lands amounted assisting me in the work, Twtnty-two
spoke in seK-d^fence/andafteri many
desolating the northern provinces of but, after they had been sentenced, it
to 8,508 40-100 acres, for $95,984.91, an of them were appointed by my predeyears of silent submission to the assaults
China is brought by the steamer Oceana, was discoveredthat the 19th would fall
average of $11.28 per acre. The total cessor, and I reappointed them* i poring
from Mr. Sumner and his friends, onl;
which recently arrived at San Francisco on Tuesday, They were again brought
net sales of lands since the land grant he year there has been one removal for
in the interest of truth and justice.
from Hong Kong
into court and sentenced to die upon the was issued aggregate 275,722 69-100 cause, and four have resigned. There
The extremely cold weather that has 22d, Friday. It is worthy of remark
acres, amounting to $2,277,436.07,or are several places on the lake shore
prevailed has had % fatal effect on the that, with a view to breaking down this
The Hon. B. F. Wade, of Ohio.
$8.26 per acre. The original grant was
he northern portionsof the Btate where
Benjamin Franklin Wade was bom in refugees, many of whom have beett superstitiousSelection of Friday, Gov. 521,000 acres.
would be glad to appoint inspectors,
frozen to death, while thousands are Hartranft, of Pennsylvania, invariably
Springfield,Mass., October 27, 1800.
jut have not been able to find persons
A lumbering firm upon the Chippewa
Buffering from insufficient accommoda- selects another day of the week, genHe worked as a farmer or laborer in
who would accept the appointment
tions and lack of food, which cannot be erally Thursday, for the carrying out of had their men and teams in the woods,
uummer and school-teacherin/ winter,
and roads out The manager had writsupplied in quantities to meet the capital
Mr. O. B. Headley, of the Saginaw
,
till 1826, when he began to study law in
ten for instructions,as there was no Courier, h»s compiled, with as great aodemand,
Ohio, and in 1828 he was admitted to
Charles Budd, of the China Inland
snow to commence hauling. He waa curacy as can be insured in the compilaThe Brave Bank Officer.
the bar in Ashtabula county, where he
Mission, at Machung, who has recently
told to sprinklethe roads and let them
has ever since resided. In 1835 he was
The melancholy fate of Treasurer freeze. He did sprinkle the roads, and ion of this class of statistics, the lornvisited the province of Shensi, writes a
>er out of the State of Michigan durelected Prosecuting Attorney of lhat
Barron- of the Dexter (’Mass.) Savings
heartrending account of the suffering he
then wrote back, saying, “All right, ing the season of 1878, as compared with
county, and in 1837 to the State Senate,
Bank will not, we trust, be altogether send along your freezer.”
nas witnessed. The Government’s efhe two previous years. The result is
to which he was twice re-elected. In
without benefit to the community. Cirfort to supply food and assistance is to a
1847 he was chosen President Judge of
Millard Wright shot himself
cumstances lead to the belief that he was
great extent nullified by the dishonesty
1876.
the Third Judicial District of the State,
1876.
Ifni.
threatenedwith death by a gang of rob- through the head last week, at his Locality.
of officials. Children are sold by hunIn 1851 he was elected United States
home
in
Tecumseh.
The
act
was
inbers, in order to compel him to open for
dreds by tbebr starving parents.
Eutern
Senator, and re-elected in 1857 and 1863.
1,141,861,950 Hlt6U,2T8
them the safe of hi* bank, that he re- duced by morbid grief at the death
Michigan... 1,209,843,268
In
the
large
cities of Houoiiing and
In the Senate Mr. Wade was a steady
favorite sister, who suicided Cent’l Michlfused, thus effectually protecting the of
Puching risings have occurred among the
gan........ 838,412,891 387,180,000 888,880,000
opponent of all measures favoring slavery.
with strychnineon the evening of Deo.
We* tern
people rendered desperate by seeing bank’s' property, and that they were
In 1852 he voted, with only five other
afraid to carry ent their threat, though 28. The suicidal tendency seems heredMichigan... 852,476,159 772,288,029 828,084,487
their wives and children starving before
Senators,to repeal the Fugitive Slave
they
beat
him
and
left him tied and itary, as Wright’s grandfather and two Green Bay
Dialrict.. 187,158,207 199,886,870 174,468,8^2
law He also spoke and voted against their faces, and many other outbreaks gagged in such a maimer that death other relatives have taken their own
are reported.In Houohing the people
1.820,979,888
2,460,908,849
the bill to abrogatethe Missouri oomproTotal Mich. 2,687,385,326
finally ensn,e<L His experience, tragical lives.
beheaded a Mandarin for speculatingon
mise • against the Lecompton constituas was its termination,proves that a deThe shingle cut oi tne otaie uio
A suit has been brought, in Detroit,
their necessities.Cold has been unusution tor Kansas, in 1858 ; against approtermined resistance on the cart of men
past two years, and the lath out for 1877,
ally
severe
throughout
the
country
for
against
the
estate
of
the
late
Edmund
priating 830,000,000 tor the acquisition of
placed in bis sitnationwfif defeat the A. Brush, which foots up into millions, is shown in the followingtable:
Cuba and against all the compromises several weeks. A terribledisaster oc- purposed tobbery withoAk necessarily
for the recovery of one-sixth of the encurred at the Tienstin Rouge House, in
1878.
1878.
1877.
Locality.
between the North and South proposed
resulting in the loss of life. The rufwhich the famine- stricken refugees from
tire estate, the plaintiff being Harriet
after Mr. Lincoln’s election in 1860.
fians who assailed Mr. Barron lacked the
Boggs, and daughter of his brother Eutern Michi- 687,181,500 580,998,680180,583,800
The Homestead bill he advocated for the northern provinces had assembled. nerve to kill him ou the spot, and probagan ...... feu
Charles. Papers have been filed, the Central MichlThe building took fire, and of nearly
years, and it w* fc his diarcre when it
bly
did
not
intend
to
do
so.
They
693^00,000 561,700,000 60,401,768
gan. .....
defense claiming that deceased pur3,000 people in the building only about
was finally passed by tte
merely sought to work upon his fears chased the brother’s interest and paid Western Michigan .......... 488,766,250 300, 991.000167,570,080
1862 From the outbreak of the civil 100 escaped.
in older to induce him to reveal the
Green Bay Dlafor it years ago.
war, ‘in 1861, Mr. Wade labored incesA Deadwood Turnout. *
60,000,000 44,800,000 17,000,000
oombination of the safe look, and his
Inct
santly for a more vigorous policy; was
Judgi Cochrane, in the Superior
A traveler in Deadwood says that he bravery was too much for them.— -iVete
Chairman of the joint Committee on the saw such a picturesque turnout as this : York Sun.
Court in Detroit, has made an important
Conduct of the War, and urged the en- “The half-breedhorses in harness were
decision on the sale of options. W. H.
The followingtable will she*, as near
actment of a law to confiscate all the shaggy, unkempt fellows ; and the longBurk, of that city, has been dealing in as may be. the stock of manufactured
Do Hens Reason!
property of leading secessionistsand haired saddle pony, hitched to the rear
grain options in Chicago. His broker lumber on hand in the several localities
A hen made a nest in a box in the bagemancipate their slaves. As Chairman of the wagon by a striped horse-hair
wanted a further margin, which Burk on the 1st day of January in the years
gage car, and in the course of time had
of the Territorial Committee, he report- ariat. tugged and pulled, now this way,
neglected to give, whereupon the broker named :
fifteen eggs, and stuck to them through
ed a bill, in 1862, abolishing slavery
Diitrict. Jan. 1, 1878. Jan. 1,1677.
and now that, as though the experience thick and thin, night and day, except to sold the grain and charged the loss to
all the Territories ot the Government was a new one to him. Upon tho wagon
Burk. The latter resisted, ou the ground Eutern Michigan .......
ffl’M
step off the train occasionally to get food
Central Michigan ........ 1*1.000.000 141,850,000
and prohibiting it in any that might waa a pile Of elk, deer anlantelopeJ
that the affair was & gambling operation. WesternMichigan ......... 128,303,95695.371,000
ana water, and hatched thirteen chickafterwardbe acquired. After the assas- while from on top, and frowning down
Judge Cochrane decided that it was not Qr^BayDTO...r...TmoIoOQ
ens, notwithstanding the rumbling, lollsination of President Lincoln, in 18oo,
,pon you was the ugly mugoUtfrixtly/ ing process the eggs passed through. —that options were a legal commodity—
Total Michigan. ......... 710,870,478 708,820,657
he became President pro tempore of the
:he driver “sat with carelehi eaae and The baggage-master says that, after the and held the daima against Burk as
Returns from the whole State are too
Senate and acting Vice President of the ;raoe, using Bruin’s broadsidetor#
legal
imperfect for oomparison, but the figures
United States, and in March, 1867, he -eat ; one leg crossing the,, other; a
The particulars of a horrible case of received indicatea shortageas compared
was elected President of the Senate. Ih shapely little moccasinedfoot resting
IOOU mill wnvci,
— double murder have been developed at with last yeftr of fully 75,000,000 feet,
1871 he was one of the commission sent upon line side of the wagon boi one
Bay City. A girl named Minnie Hen- and the complete returns would increase
to San Domingo to report upon its pro- gloved hand holding the lines, and the
ning alleges that, in March last, her rather than diminish these figures. n
posed annexation to the United States, a other caressing the polished barrel of a
wait for the train to return and fly into father and a man named Hank Roe,
scheme of which he approved. —Ameri- revolver.” This attractive person was a
the baggage car and get on the nest im- the town of Williams, murdered a child
can Cyclopedia.
Thx extraordinary statement is made
young woman of the following descrip- mediately.' Wh*n theteain stopped for left in her care, and compelled her to
tion ; “ Rather small of size, with an ex- wood she would aometimeifly out to get hide it under the house, which was that Fedor VassHef, a peasant of MosA Fighting Mouse.
quisitely rounded and beautiful figure, something to eat, and when the bell rang shortly after burned. The girl attmpt- cow, had, in 1872, at the age of 75, eighMr. W. Kirkpatrick, of Anna, HI., showing to advantage in the soft, orna- she would fly back immediately. She ted to get away with a man named EUer- ty-seven children by two wives. His
keeps quite a large number of snakes, mented buckskin suit The face was would sometimes manifest her joy at the ton. Roe met them, fought Eljerton, first wife bore him quadrupletsfour
the times, tripletsthree times; and twins
whioh ne captured in various parts of one hard to describe ; it might belong to appearance of the train by cacklingat a shot him, and buried hi* body
a well-developed beardless youth; or in high rate. Mother and chickens are all woods. A few day* after they shot her sixteen times. > Hi* second wife, on
the country, among them a number of
twice, but failed to kill her. Herfather eight occasions, presented him with
rattlesnakes. One day he determined to other garments and places to a comely doing well
lass of 20 years. In the finely-rounded
r eighteen childien. Eighty-threeoMTaBand Roe have disappeared.A letter
try how a mouse diet would agree with
In St Petersburg it is regarded as aloutlines, ripe red lips and dimpled chin
sent to her, found by her employer, ex
his serpentinepets, and placed & lively
most certain that one of the Russian
mouse in one of his boxes, containing lurked a suspicion of femininity whieh conditions will be the restoration of St
three rattlesnakes. To his surprise he was heightened bv the biff brown eyes Sophia at Constantinopleto the worship the particulars to the ProsecutingAt- records in Moscow, where the
tomey. A physician who examined her 1 are well known.
found, on visiting the boxes after a and the long lashes which swept the
cheeks, which were as brown as a of the Greek Chnroh.
little while, that the mouse had attacked
.
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HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

It is quite natural, therefore, ih at iheir po-

liticallender, the

OF THE SOLDIERS’ UNION.
to

he

The telegraph brings the news

commenced to assemble in large
numbers and by nine o’clock the dining
hall was jammed full and the President
called them to order and the chaplin, Rev.

election. The

A

carried ten of the fourteen districts.
will be seen that

it

is

Ladies Fine Furs

So

The

-

the Republican cause

still gaining

E

WARRANTED

TO KEEP

OORREOT TIME,

FOR ONLY THREE DOLLARS EACH.

8TEKETEE.

of the

first

who arrived here in the winter of

P. ft A.

(he course of his remarks related some Church, in this city, on Monday the 18th
anecdotes,informed his audience how he day of March next, to assemble at 7 o’clock

M.

Speeches will be

and the clergy had been, and were still in
hearty sympathy with the soldiers, and the object

made

of the colonization,

The Ghtaptai *nd Beet Timekeeper Ever Made-Set in Fine NiokleCaaee, Con*

RIORDAN’S.

—

'

clocks.

8TEKETEE.

In the new Chronometer we have endeavored to produce what hns long
been necded-“a go^d-running,substantially-made
Time-keeper,that will keep correct time, and
which can be obtained for a very low price within the reach of everybody.1’For some time past the
people have bsen swindledby buying cheap Watchea and Clocks that never last and will seldom keep
time, bnt wt quarunUe ttery Chronometermeellto conlotn genuine works a»«f keep Correct Time. Also
that they are just as represented, being handsomely set In fine nickel cases. They are not eovuledfor
cheap, eleqantand handy Time piece, will sell or trade readily on sight for twice the amount, an indispensable articlefor the farmer or travelingman, a beautiful and valuable ornament for the parlor and
drawing-room,a splendid office clock. They can be carried any place and kept in anj position as
eaally aa a watch, aud will run in correct order.

IJrathjs.

A

STEKETEE, JOHN— At

the ex-

his regldence. in this
on Monday, March 4th, 18TC, at the age of
years. 10 months and 14 days.

city,

general

74

”

IMPORTANT NOTE.—

relating

and

periences of the first settlers.

^

A

the Gem of the Ocean,” was sung by Mr.
Oha*. Wnrlng’s choir. Prof. Chas. Scott 1845-7, have called out h meeting of all
was called upon to make a speech and in those interested, to meet in the First

P.

ft

taining the Beat Work* Known.
stock of Live Geese Feathers are
and Handsome Timepiece, Superior to all Cheap Watches and Clocks In the Market. THE
always kept on hand at Bottom Prices, at A New
FHYKH CHRONOMETERis a model of perfection,being handaomely made inflnesolid nickle
P. ft A. STEKETEE.
Cases, and containing correct moiling works. Eitryone itioaminU'l toke'P correct
titne. They can be carried about from place to place, or laid down In any
position and still keep running.
We keep on hand Grass and Clover
The size of the Chronometer is 8 inches in diameter. They are stemwlndera, and fill the place of
Seeds, and have a fine lot of Mammoth—
both a Clock and Watch. Will run for a life-time,as the worka are the best made, and eoual to if not
also all kinds of Garden Seeds, at
superior to those used in the best
.

ground.

undersigned, some

settlers

women.

2s/L

at half price at

DONAHOE

OLD SETTLER’S MEETING.

and after the supper was over, “Columbia,

tribute to the

G O

IsT ID

STEMWINDING CHRONOMETER

large assortment bf the best quality
don’t forget our
P. ft A.

music while the tables were being served,

by paying a

-

RIORDAN’S.

of Canned Goods; and
Japan Tea for 40 cts. at

shows that

result, as given,

ft

A. HI A

ths Republicans were right, for they have

in France

M. Coplin, opened the festivity by
prayer. Gee's band then discoursed some
'Yin.

closed

if

Prints at 4 cents;
Best Prints at 5 cents;
heavy ginghams at 7 cents;
heavy Ticking at 8 cents, go to

of Inst

consideredbulldozed during tbe regular

eight o’clock the Soldiers and their

The
The

CHRONOMETERS.

best in

Gtyd

DONAHUE

trlcts in France, which the Republicans

oa Tuesday evening laet.

riends

f

realizes the hopelessness

Sunday’s election, ordered in those dis

Soldiers’ Union held their annual banquet

Hy

For
For
For
For

of his own party.

announcement the Holland

at the City Hotel

the

should incline toward the present administration when

Accordine

market.

Try Johnstcn’sSarsupuiillfcthe

D’AudiffretPas-

quier, himself the President of the Senate,

Saturday, March 9, 1S78.
BANQUE'I

Duke

invitation is extended.

speech was received with applause.

Not* These iHSTBucTioKs.-Chrononietera
can be returned and money will be reiundedif purchasers are not satisfied. Give full name, Post office. County and State, and nearest Express offle-—
as we send goods exclusively by express. The safest manner to send money. Is by Post-office money
order or ro^J^terftdletter. The Post -office Department deliver no refristerlettersor money on money

T. Keppet,,

choir then sang the old war song,

H. Van drk Haar.
“Tenting on the Old Camp Ground,”
B. Grootenuuis.
which was finely executed. The next
etonT AddresTIKSeri tp0wde,h-conBe<luenll7th,B wonld be th* safe81 way of ordering onr Chronom
speech was by Mr. Geo. W. McBride, and
Henry C. Murphy, President of the
Probate Order. '7,
'
L. FR7ER A GO., Manufacturers,Cincinnati, Ohio.
he beinjg a member of the Union launched Trusteesof the East River Biidge, says, STATE OP MICHIGAN, County oi Ottawa, sa:
At* session of the Probate Court of the County
out lit his familiarstyle, portraying some in answer to the statement that the work
of Ottawa, holden at the Probate Office,in the
Great chance to maxe money. If
City of Grsnd Haven, in said County, on Friof the ludricousscenes of camp life, some is not progressingas rapidly us it ought,
day the first day of March, in the year
criticaland trying moments, some of the that they are doing it much more rapidly
one thousand eight hundred and seventy-eight.
every town to take subscriptions
Present: Bmusn L. Tat*, Judge of Probate.
And all kinds of sewing done to order.
forth® largest,cheapest and best Illustratedfamily
great achievements,contrasting them than simalar work was done on the susIn the matter of the Estate of Daniel W. publicationin tbe world. Any one can become a
favorably with the late European war pension bridges at Niagara and Cincinnati. Wood, deceased.
successful agent. The most elegant works of art
free to subscribers.The price is so low
Cnttlit and
Promptu Attended to.
movements,and frequently changing from It was at first supposed that the cable-lay- On reading and filing the petition,duly verified, given
that almost everybodysubscribes.One agent re-

'

AV

DRESSMAKING
m

of Samuel T. Wood, representing that said Daniel
the most serious contemplationsto laugh- ing would take two years. The first wire W. Wood lately died In tbe City of Naahvllle, In
the State of Tenncaee,Intestate,leaving real estate
able incidents, and was applauded for bis was laid on Juno 10, and now half are laid.
in tsald County of Ottawaand praving among other
effort. The choir then sang a very spirited In 15 or 16 months from June last all the thinjw that this court may adjudicate and de
termine the heirs at law of said deceased, to
song entitled, “The Liberty Bird.” The cables will be laid, thus shortening the t*aid real estate. Thereupon it ia ordered,
toast was then given, “our fallen com- originaltime by eight months. About tlmt Tuesday the second day of April

ports making over $150 In a week. A lady agent
reportstaking over 400 subscribersin ten days.
All who engage make money fast. You can devote
all your time to the business, or only your spare
time. You need not be away from home over
night. Yon can do it aa Bellas others. Full par
ticnlars, directious «nd terms free. Elegant and
expensiveoutfit free. If you want profitablework
•end us your address at oneo. It costs nothing to
rade” to which the band respondedby 1,900 tons of wire have been run over the
try the business. No one who engages falls to
playing a beautiful dirge. The next river, and it is progressing at the rate of
make great pay. Address “The People’s Journal,’’
iftrestedin said estate, are requiredto appear
Portland
gfMy
speaker was Mr. Geo. A. Parr, of Grand 10 tons a day. Mr. Murphy says that the at a session of said Court, then to be holden at
the Probata Office, in Uruud Haven. In said
Haven, who spoke in eulogy of “The cables would be ready for the superstruc- County, and show cause, if any there be, why -the
Women of the War,” making a neat in August next, and in 1880 he hoped to praver of the petitioner should not be granted:

TEMltS VEB.Y MODERATE.
HENRIETTA
HollaHD, Mich., Feb.

further ordered, that said petitioner give
notice to the persons interosted in said estate,of
the pendency of said petition and the hearing
thereof by causing a copy of this order to be published in the “Holland Crrr News,” a newspaper
printedand circulated in said County of Ottawa,
for three successive weeks previous to said day of
hearing.

speech, giving great praise to the patriotic

be able to cross the completed bridge,
of America in support of the na- passing from Sands street, Brooklyn, to
tion’s eflorts to obtain liberty and freedom. Printing house square, New York, in four

women
He was

attentively listened to and greeted minutes.

with applause. After

this the “Bottle

Cry

Freedom” was sung by the whole audience, and a few closing remarks were
made by Mr. Farr. The secretarythen
of

read the correspondence had

regard

in

Tfik

------

Wm.

N. Stevens,

4~4w

of

his brother Senators

opened

Union was held by most of the prombound during the delivery, which occumen in this part of the State, which
pied one hour. Senator Bradley Johnson
closed the festivities. The whole affair

-

inent

turned to Senator

able exception, that the throng was too
great to admit of that familiarity which
the old veterans ao

much

question arises, if

it

for

the

cherish, and the

would not be belter

Soldiers'Union to shift their

the masses in outdoor entertainments, and
a

The liberalDuke D’Audiffret Pasquier
a few other Orleanists

miums

AT

-

Senator Fulkerson and said: “Fulkerson, you wrote that.” Fulkerson replied:

Only $1.00 per doz.

I could write so splendid
an address.” Stevens is a full-blooded

Six Tin Types for 50 cts.

to

“I wish to God

have withdrawn

__

o

and essential measures through that body. stance said: "If the young people woujd
Tbe French Senate is composed of four only learn the process of curing the leaf,

named

Bonapartisls, as giK>d tea can produced in Georgia as in

and Republicans. The

last

lack only a few votes of constitut-

ing a majority over all others, while the

Orleanistspossess just about enough to
turn the scale. As a supposed protection

against radicalism,all of the
factions united their forces

stem the

rising

Mahon his

Duke

tried to

China. Why, tea has been planted and
grown in this state for the last forty years,
nearly. Right here, in a few miles of
you, are trees, if somebody hasn’t cut them
down since I saw them last, that are thirty feet high, ten trees, that were planted
away back yonder in 1842!”

tide. They thus gave Mac-

first

dissolution. He applied

for a second, but the small

the

first three

and

group, of which

is the head, declined,

and

A dispatch to the Chicago Tribune,

^

It it

CITY NEWS.

prob

able that the other Orleanists will see tbe

cessor to

MucMahon.

^

Sturgis.

O.

willing to account to the I. O.

mon

f”
tobacco,

when

they can buy

{

Gambetta
and hia followers will be to remain on
constant gnard. The opponents of a re-

price

Additional

public, while hating each other cordially,

is

F.

Marburg
the same
45-ly:.

foal

will neverthelessunite in auy effort to
Dress Goods from 10 cts. and upward,
break down popular government. Tbe
and Gents’ underwear for 20 cts. and upsentimentof the country supports M. Duward.
faun's administrationheartily, and if he
P. ft A. STEKETEE.
could appeal to the French electors directly,all other parties would be wiped
Tbe old and reliable firm of

out

But the powerful Senate has been so

organized that it is
vote, and, as

with

difficult U). reverse its

us, time

and patience

the future than either of the other par-

P.

a

STEKETEE

sell goods cheaper than ever,

All straight

a

well

Ws

foods. No Auction Goods,

have s large assortmentof blotched and

ties. Tbe sons and grandsons of Louis unbleached cottons,

all tbe best

brands

in

Pbillippeare not popular with the people, tbe market, sod are continuallykept on
and have bnt a slim following. They hand.
have no real claims of heirship, as the
Go to DONAHOE ft RIORDAN’S and
old King’s elevation was an accident. The
hear lower prices quoted on Dress Goods
fea; man who believe in and advocate their
daimsunmon in sympathywith aeon, than the oldest inhabitant ever dreamed of.
stitutional republic than with the success

Royal Baking Powder the best in

the

thome except the market, always on hand at
Count of Paris or the Duke D’Aunule.
P. ft A. STEKETEE.
of arfy claimant for the

facilities for

Job

Print-

Joslin&Breyman, ing are unequaled in this
ed to

all

city,

times prepar-

execute

ALL KINDS OF
Watchmakers $ Jewelers,
IN

JOB FEINTING
Promptly and Neatly

Silver Ware, Watches, Clocks,
.

Jewehy & Fancy

IN

THE

Goods.

•

All Kinds of Spectacles.

Special Announcement,
The undersigned desires to announce to the
public lu general, that he is noiy the sole pr»prie
tor of ihin well-known and popular hotel, and
that he will hereafter give his peisoual attention
to the managementof the house and the wants
of his unesta The house has been refittedand refurnished, and now eflfers the bust ef accommodations to the travelingpublic, it contains 180 handsome and commodious rooms, Any if which can
be had with board at $2.(0 per day, aud the remalt der at the usual price. Having couductedthe
hotel business In Grand Rapids for tbe past sixteen years, and thahkfkt!for former patronage,the
proprietor hopes for a continuanceof the same.
The rooma of Sweet’a Hotel are not exce led by
any public house in the State, the tables are suppifed with all the markets afford, and careful attention is given by all employees.
Hoping to receive a liberalpatronagefrom the
traveling public, which will be duly appreciated
by tbe
•*

Full Iitae et Gold Fens.
Repairing Neatly and Promptly Executed.
Hollahd,March

GRAY’S

Q

COT

DUO

Wanted.

8-ly.

Remedy

Specific Medicine
unfailingcure for
teminal
ness, Ppvrmatorrhea, Impotency
and all diseases
that follow as a
sequenceon Belf^

Before

Tekbgof’memiJ,

versa1 Lassitude.Pain In the Back, DlmneaTof
Vision,Prematura Old Age, and many other dieeases that lead to Insanity. Consumption and a
Premature Grave, all of which as a role are first
caused by deviatingfrom tbe path of nature and
over indulaeuce.The Bpecjflc Medicine Is the result of a Iffe study and many years of experience

in treating these specialdiseases.
Full particulars in our pamphlets, which we
desire to send free by mail to every one.
RELIABLE BusinessMan to get up a party The Specific Medicine is sold by all Druggists at
to go to Virginia and settleon a large tract $1 per package, or six packages for $5, or will be
of land owned by tbe advertlsei,and to be divided fJJ1
on rtC<,1P* th® money by addresaup into villageIota with f.rtns adjoining.These
lots and farms are divided into Shares at Ana ratss,
The Gray Medicine Co.,
so that working men. mechanics, incipient manufactures,
Ac.,
buy them. Also, parties
No. -v
10 Mechanlca'Block, Detroit,
Mich.
------ > can easily
-isutruu, .aim.

A
iA

bJf

----

PRINTING
LETTER HEADS,
‘ NOTE HEADS,
DILL HEADS.
STATEMENTS,
ENVELOPES,
PRICK LISTS,
CARDS,
TA OS,

Weak-

LYON.

business you can engage in. $5 to $90
I per dav made by any worker ol either
saa, right in their own loealiUea.Particularsand samplesworth $5 free. Improve your
•pare time at this business. Address Btinsom ft
Co., Portland, Maine.

1877.

COMMERCIAL

HILla especially rec TkADfWi
nmmendedas nn

proprietor.

T. H.

24,

The Great English

•electedstock of the best quslity,

in.

Office.

SWEET’S HOTEL

are necessary to reap ths real Iruiu of victory. 4 The Orleanists have less to hope for

Job

He hasp-id

several claims already, and says he

Until the seven Bros. Seal of North larolina' at

years’ term expires the duty of

WS’

“JSTE

HOWARD.

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
LYONf - - - Proprietor.

a suc-

THE

Our

DEALERS

Treasury of the State, which he has been
and will folUw the Duke in his adhesion
called upon to do.
to the inevitable.To be assured of staT. II.
Query: “Why will men smoke combility, the French Republicans must conboth branches and must elect

Just Received at

1

hopelessnessof remaining where they are,

trol

MATERIAL

for Sale.

M.D.

the Sturgis defaulter, has returned to hit

make money faater at work for as t!)an at
home. He went to Detroit and from U1 can
anything else. Capital not required;we will
project had to be abandoned. It appears
start
yon. $12 per day at home made by the
thence to Canada. He claims that he has
Industrious.Men, women, boys and girls wanted
(bathe has nut, in this departure, taken
now sufficientfunds to meet all demands. everywhere to work for us. Now la the time.
all of the OHeanists with him, but it only
Costly outfit and terms Tree. AddressTruk ft Co.,
F«>r that purpose alone he made his sod- Augusta, Maine.
publican ranks to give control.

Farm

Sale.

NEW

the

and we are at
------ Icense and anthority granted to me on the
Eighteenth day of February, 4- D. 1878, by , the
Probate Court of Ottawa County, Michigan, X?1 of
the estate, right, title and Interest of the said
deceasedof. In and to the real estate situated and
being in the County of Ottawa In the 8tatc of
Michigan,known ana described a* follows, to-wjt:
Lot three (8) or the north-west fractional quarter
of the north west fractional quarter of section
twenty-two (fc) in town six («) north of range
sixteen (16) west. County of Ottawa and (Rate of
Michigan, containingIhirtt -eight and thirty-hua
dredths acres be the same more or less. 1 Subject
to the widows right of dowei. Terms made known
at tbe time and place of sale.
Dated, February 23. A. D. 1878.
2
ALE P. STEGENGA, Administrator.

dated March 4lh, says: R. H. Morrison,

the

4t«A

51-tf

In the matter of the estate of Fraak Amler.

Government has been distributingtea Notice la hereby given that UhallfletlatPublic
Senate, and propose to aid the Republican plants in Georgia, and General Robert Auction, to the highest bidder, on Tm— tfijGovernment in carrying their Impoitant Toombs recently mentioning the circum- the ninth dm? of April, A. D. 1818, at

the Orleanists

to

Wc have just procured a lot of beautifulchromos,
which we offer as premiums, to any one who will
procurefor us some new subscribers at the follow
Ing rales: Any one sendingus three new subscribers (pay in advance) will be entiUed to one large
handsome chromo. valued at $5 00. and have his
choice from five differentkind*. For five subscribers, one can pick out two chromos; and for seven
.subscriber one can pick out two chromos and
have a copy of the Naws for one year eraiis.

42-t f

Administrator’s Sale.

from the unholy alliance in the French

parties. The Royalists, the

Ottaw a or Allegan Countiesin exchange f
real estate in the City of Holland.
Inquire at this Office.

Holland, Dec. 20th, IW7.

I will 8ell eighty acres of splendid clay
week in rour own town. $5 outfit free, soil, six miles from this city. Near church
negro, and is about thirty years of age.
rl*k- Reader, if you want a business and school house, at a bargain, 30 acres
He was born a slave, but has graduated at
at which personsol cither sex can make
of this land is partiallyimproved. Als6
great pay all the time they work, write for particutwo colleges— one a colored institution lar* to H. Hallbtt A Co., Portland, Maine.
40 acres of unimproved land In the Township of Fillmore. Inquire of
of Richmond, and tbe other of Philadel

pbia.

A

25 Beautiful Chromos as Pre-

ART GALLERY

anything so fine ” Johnson then turned

53-ly

($QA WILL purchase a first-classinstrument
qpOl/ that cost $220. when new.
HOWARD A McBRIDE.

raSTFOUMLimSTK

tvUU

more camp-like arrangement.

FRENCH JMITIOS.

and

foremost Republican in Virginia, and
said: “I believe you wrote that.”

TN

Judge of Probate.

BTJIROESS’

Daniel, the

Daniel replied: “I nev^r expect to write

annual festival to some time during the
summer season, so as to accommodate
have

John W.

1878.

OrganFor

Photographs HOLLAND

their

spell-

the

was a decided success, with this unavoid-

TATE,

NEW STYLE OF

that body to-day on the debt question.
All

__

_

colored, from Sussex county, delivered in

eyes in astonishment, as they sat

Ninth atrect.

in

A true copy, (Attest,)SAMUEL L.

latest sensation in the Senate of

Virginia is the speech of

to

this festival,showing the esteem in which

--

it

84

LAND WANTED.

Maine.

And

7,

FEBRE.

LE

No.

—vbuauit*

cPa

Programmes,
Handbills,

Law Blanks,
Etc., Etc.,

Etc

All kinds of Colored and

Ornamental printing. Call
and examine specimens and
prices.

f)

na—

mu*

.iJ

wnwr

r

i

The new

lottiugji.

onus.

silver dollar

•

come!

Let her

--

—

Senator Bruce, who

Rev. Dr. Phelps has returnedfrom the

will soou be

up-

Master Abo

1

•

1TEW STAND!!

p.

Maple syrup and

is very dark, em-

ploys a white coachman.

East.

to Il-

work on a farm.

linois to

•

Ledeboer has none

sugar

is

coming

in,

--

[Nextdoar to Harrington'* Chesp Cash Store.]

and brings ten cents per pound.

Only

enlargetaent of the City

three weeks from election and

no

But for the steam-engines in America

candidates on the rampart yet.

Mills is progressing nicely.

TABLETS. HEADSTONES

men.

Mr

Henry P. Scott

will

leave

for

DestituteRussian emigrants who arrive in New York are at once sent to

Kan-

sas on Tuesday evening next.

The

first

of the new

Kansas.

were

silver dollars

The

'

Genuine Harlem Oil, imported directly
from the Netheriauds, for sale at J. O.
Doesburg’sDrug Btcre.

‘

Van

saw-mill of Messrs. J.

coined on Thursday last at the Philadel-

&

Dijk

-

Sons, on the north side of Black Lake, has
phia mint.

Rev.

-

started to sawing.

Oggel and family left for
their new home, at Kankakee, III. on
Monday last.
E. C.

Fishing iu Black Lake

We

are informed by

ties, that the

of

fine

Truth

Grand Rapids par-

is effectuallygone up,

and will not appear again.

is extensively

carried on this spring aud lots

Manuiactorun of

there would be work for 17,000,1100 more

has

The Boston Herald is

MONUMENTS
CEMETERY WORK
-And

of

all ktada

Burned ont by the late Fire I have re-opened in
the store formerlyoccupiedby

Oonrer

wifi be pleased to set all my ol< Tistonaand as many new ones as will favor ms

Where

I

ers

with

Wo

is

quoted

premium. Where
Wall

street

now

a

at

trifle over

Dir Goods,
hats & Caps,

authority tor the

statement that Mr. Hewitt prosphesies the

one cent

Groceries,

A teirihieconflagration occurred at the breaking up of the democraticparty.
Hot Springs, Arkausas, destroying propA policeman of Washingtonsays that
erty to the amount of $200,000.
he has not seen a drunken man in the
Give
makMr. Wick was fortunate enough to streets of that city for more than a year.

The National Greenbackparty is
ing a strong movement in some parts of
catch a Muskalouge this week weighing
this State, especially in Grand Rapids.
84 pounds. Those that ate of it say it was
Mr. C. B. Wynne left for Kansas on “boss."
Monday night last, to engage in the manMurphy, the temperance reformertook
ufacture of a patent blind in that

new

re-

subscriber that pays his

at this office,

the intent to kill, must

There

Cubans

succombed to Spanish

ac-

thought that the gradual substitu-

is

may

cause

New York

der notes will be at par before resnmption.

still

the

New York

Mrs. Nickel!, of Kentucky, has Just
husband with the twenty

papers are harping presented her

after this.

The

March

7th, announces that the Struils of Macki-

birds aud robins have

ance

naw are open. This announcementwill

who

are able to

obtain a charter.

made

small

in full force.

the

the west and east shores

of this

It is a gloomy illustrationof the

manu-

facture of furniture, and use the building

Mr

Maine

is

New

shipped to

York only

employed in the manufacture of

E. J. Harrington has just received

puny

as

she will come out

A sad

new.
last,

We

lager

his stock

Batnum and considerableterritoryin Asia

accident occurred on Tuesda

Minor.

about three miles east of the village

notice Mr. Albert Helder, a lover of of Overyssel.

A man by

name of

the

J.

It seems to be a settled thing that

>t

knows a good horse when he sees it, and down, and was killed instantly. His age
can now indulge in his favorite sport, was 84 years, and he leaves a wife and
and since he got this, we presume it will three caildren to mourn his sudden

£

hands.
Mr.
Dr.

R

it

made a trade witln
Schouten, is now the owner of

P. Kleis, having
A.

the doctors fine residence on Ninth street,

and the doctor becomes the possessor of
Mr. Kleis Meat market building and res]/
ing a barn on

known. The

ly

last

of

his

it

will

Werkman and

Common

1

Council proceedings,Eagle Fire

:

-

v

r-

always

family, G. Winters and

Overkamp, J. ten Brink, G.\Slenk, of
Graafschap; aud some otkdK, whose

,

following card was handed to us for

Fair dealing can be relied on.
While I thank the public for their patronage of
the past, I hope to merit and solicit a liberal suure
ol it for the futare.

etc.,

etc

Holland, Jan.

19,

8.

BElDSEMA.

1878.

W.

&

\

'

region.

Eighth Street, City of Holland.
A Complete assortmentof Children's and Infants'
shees for hi) and winter, and a full line of
Ladles' and Usntleman'swsar.

CALL AND SEE

11,
NO.

23

X.1EROLD.

artistical

east, to

we

Pine

DEALER in

Holland, * - - Michigan

Boots and Shoes
The above firm make a specialtyof custom work.
Guarantee sattsfactlon.Their prices are lew
enough to compete with any house in the city.
They keep constantly or band a choice varietyot
Ladles and Children shoos and gaiters.

Rubbers, Slippers, etc.

BepUirina neatly done and at
'Short Notice,
W. k H.

84-ly

ELFERDINK.

Of tbs neatest stylos and best qnalitles which
offer cheaper than anybody else.

I

Makes Custom Work a

known to require any mention of wkat It has done
in the past, or what U proposes to do iu the futare.

street, west, including

29, 8$, 81, 82, 88, 84, 85, 80,

Aodness of
41, 42, 48,

his heart, has paid the burglar's expenses,

work.

1877.

Specialty.

.

Hulst,

Democrat,— l\d now.

hear that Mr. Wallen, out of

1,

D. B. K. VAN RAALTE,

RIVER STREET,

^

the graves of our departed, they also
become advertisementsof his skillful aud

US.

Peddlingmachines with wagoas has been abolished
for the simple reason that tbs prices of machine*
aie too low to admit of any expenee la that way.
Call la and get bargains.

D R

‘

on

-

HEROLD,

Holland, Mtcb., Sspt.

At a session of the Common Council on
Its Record tor the Poet TwentyMr. H. R. Luce has purchased the
G. J. Koning.
Wednesday evening last the following imTwo Yeari,
shares of his two Allegan partners, and is
portant business waa transacted: The
Is wall before the public, and As countenance
Henry S. Hall arrived in Holland last
now in the tombstone business by himCommittee, to whom was referred the Ma- and cootentoone week, famish an Index as to
Thursday
morning
with
a
load
of
green
what
each coming week will bring ont. It has not
self. Mr. Luce seems well satisfied here,
yor’s Message reported favorably and been^sus^ectodor laddngdn enterprise, or doing
and hopes to augument his business into Texan hides. Before he could dispose of recommended the adoptionot the followtoiio. is a paper for the
y>>
one of the permanent institutionsof this them an officer came from Saugatuck and ing: lit, That the building of three-story
Farm, HousehoUl or Fireside,
city. His work gives good satisfaction, arrested him on a charge of burglarizing high frame buildings,from Land street,
il
F.
Wallen’s
hide
house
tlm
Sight
preIt
will be found especially Interesting and attracand as fast as such tombstones are placed
vious.—

—

.

•

1878.

Henry

al

Western Farm

f

laurels.

Just received

ELFERDINK’S

H.

names we could not ascertain,gll of whom
Company, No. 1 has disbanded, and no
who evidently want to have some fun in
ESTABLISHED IMS.
will he under the guidance of Mr!, I^eter
efforts are made to organize a new cojsr
their own
£
Schaap, who has been home on a vWt. for
pany./'Bmce engine No. 1 hasten reJournal.
Holland, Foot 11^1878.
a few weeks. We wish them one and all
paired, it is said, to work as eas^sNo. 2.
We the undersigned do mutiwW promA PKOGKMIVK WEEKLY
and if the citizens at largr will en- ise and agree that our hair sh%nndl be cut a pleasant journey, and hope they will
courage the boys, instead of discourag- before the day previous to tow annual find peace and plenty In that promising Agricultural and Family newspaper.
iV
' j V,
The FARM JOURNAL hai become too Well
ing them, No. 1 may yet reap lots of Grammar School exhibition of the year

way.

—

N. B. Call and see a most beantlfal variety of
I am now selling ths Howe Sewing Machlae,
Camp Chairs, ornaments,plctare frames, brackets and will henceforthkeep It for eale at my stora.

publicationby a couple of young men,

I

OF

on hand.

J.

pigs that you wish to sell?" Irish peas- de Weerd and family, H. Lodensteln and
will build a new meat market Immediately
ant— "They do; bad luck to ’em, the family of Vriesland, O. A. Panels, L. de
east of his old one.
Haan, G. de Bruyn, Henry Borst, G. J.
toirants!"

-

and Caskets

Hm

usraw stock:
—
—
SOOTS & SEOES

Live Geese_Feather,
nd Feathter Beds.
E.

the following

family, and his mother (aged 84 years), A-

“I suppose the English buy all the

•

Setts,

a first-class article.

via Chicago: G. Bulks and family,

A

race.

Saxon tourist, meeting an Irish peasant,

The

and Parlor

,AX*rtiuaA

intention is to start forth-

persons will leave for Orange City, Iowa,

street

As will be seen from our extract of th

Setts

soon be definite-

On Tuesday evening next

one less cause for grumbling against

England, was not the

of all kinds*

Retail
Bedroom

of1877.

A. Steketee’s General Store, on Eighth street,*
Inquire
H. DOI8BURG.
Holland. April 7t
8-tf

Jt

Wall Paper at Wholesale and

away

one of the grievances of the nation aud
left

mention:

with, if successful with the subscriptions,

Mr. Gladstone for the disestablishment
of and make

Y Mr. Kleis is movsaid:
his new residence,lot, and

dence on eighth

to have a large cheese manufactory
far from this city. Parties are now to

he progress made,

Irishman who wished bad luck

the Irish Church, because it took

we

groundingfarmers, and Judging from

demise.

The

to

'ork taking sabsriptions of cows from the

out of his

\

VAN PUTTEN.

1877.

-:o:-

fine horses, driving the beautifulanimal Derks, while engaged In the woods, was
formerly owned by Rev. E. C. Oggel. Al struck by part of a tree he was chopping

take a small sized bank to get

nnmoroas

be

to

that purpose. The lug twilight will be the largest assoitment of ladies' cuffs, abandoned her claim on the Egyptian
launched and ready for business in a few colorets and russlas, and a great many and Bulgarian tributes, but receives$12days. She has been enlarged and repaired more fineries, too numerous to mention. 000,000 money indemnity with Kars,

a manner that

G1,

Fine Building Site For Sale.

a large supply of
Hats and Caps, direct from New York.
The treaty of peace was signed SaturSome of our vessel men intend to fit out These hats include all the latest styles, day aud the officialannouncement was Coffins
shortly, and are making preparationsfor and will he sold cheap. He also exhibits made from Constnutinople.Russia

apparentlyas good

CALL AND SEE.

Household FURNITURE

*’

beer.

and added to

of charge, can

BOTTOM PRICES,

Wm. Verbeek, P. M.

of the eleventh lighthouse district, has

fDr their emporium.

in such

A prempt delivery tree
be relied upon.

FURNITURE

Master.

Gen1 Weitzel, of Detroit, superintendent

ice harvested by the prohibitionists of

are fast finish

commence

pew

List

ing up their new building, and work will established at once, as navigationis now
soon be begun to veneer It with biick. virtually open for the season.
is to

Dealer

of letters remaining in the Post Floor Oil Cloth,
Table Oil Cloth,
at Holland, Mich., March 8, 1878:
Henry Sprague, Miss L. Murkle, T. MeWindow Shades

one. Blue

struggles of humanity against fate that the

Their intention

PRICES ARE LOW.

their appear- office

been petitioned to order nil lights along

VERBEEk & Co.

FURNITURE

In the city, am again ready with an entire
Stock of

to

lake re-

H. W.

-

region

ought to be well supplied with

a spring as early as the present

start all the grain vessels

THE

first-class.

consisting of sll kinds of

first pledge of her fidelity.

1°*n gold.

Black Lake is entirely qpen, and the
change.
we will have cheaper sugar and molass^g 0
oldest inhabitants are ut a loss to mention
Detroit, datea

, —

Holland. Nov.

cepied their peace propositions, yfterhaps/

A telegram from

undersigned

the

city in February,aggregatingliabilities of

have at lasC and
8

intrigue,Wid

I,

to

Oldest
It

$2,658,598; assetts are placed at $095,000,

dauntless

he too drunk

tion of silver for greenbacks

were 07 failures iu

The Goods are

court has decided

the latter to appreciate so that legal ten-

worth from two to

Etc., Etc.
ns a call before yon order, and pat*
ronize your home industry.

form the intent to shoot."

five dollars. Tell your neighbor.

The

Crockery,
Flour ih Feed.

Prices Low.

that a murderer, "to be loo drunk to form

in that whisky soaked city.

two

dollars in advance, can pick out a large

chromo,

Work Warranted and

Holland, Mich., Ang. SO 1877.

The Georgia supreme

Washington by storm. Ho hW secured
18,000 signers to temperayfe\pledges

gion.

Every sew

All

are the prediolipns of

?

call.

a

A new Stock sf

are offered for sale.

Gold

ROOST & SON,
Iflmtk amd Rim Stmt.

J.

nr stone.

keep eoaitantiyhand the bo«t kind of
•lock, and also a nice variety or designs. Lettor
Ing dons In the English, Holland aidt German
Gen
languages, as desired.

-

G. Van Patten.

Leweke, Krumbein | Luce,

WctRK ou the

v

87,

blocks

88, 80, 40,

44, 45, 46, and 47, should be

to both old and young. Every department
la enlivened and made readable by

X.

VAN RAALTE.

CROCKERY!
From and

date,

after this

I

tive,

intend to devote to this line of

Talented Regular Contributors/ trade the necessary attention,

a penalty,of five hun- And no pains are spared by tbe pobllshers to mainand has given him work in bis tannery.
tto high standard of excellence.
and will keep on hand a comdred dollar*. 2nd, That saloons must tain
For the current year the MbsorlptiM price will
Mr. Byron Markham has sold out his If our informant is correct, we can't help
remain
as
heretofore,
vis:
Two
dollars
per
single
remain closed during the occurence of a
plete stock of White Granite
interest in the Baugatuck Commercialit but remark, that it is not often that the
copy, and one dollar and thirth-ive cent per copy
fire, and no liquors be sold while tire in dubs— postage prepaidby tbe pabHshsrs.
his partner, Mr Wasson, who will continue “heaping of coals of Are”, etc. is so plain.Ware.
We autboriM any person who deatreeto do so.
engines are being taken to or from a Are.
to become onr agent, and will receive tbe sabserfpthe publication of the paper without ly illustrated at home. Allegan County
A liberal deduction to
3d, That a Are patrol and a pail brigade tion of all such at dob prices,other Danes being
change of tone. During his connection may feel proud of a Wallen.
sent afterwards as fast as seemed.
be organized. 4th, That a sum of $500 be
Before making np your list of papers for the en- those who buy sets or in large
with the Commercial Mr. Markham decidraised, according to the city charter, for suing year It will pay yon to send for a specimen
copy, which are sent free. Address plainly,
edly improved its character aud increased
On Monday last, the old and honored
quantities.
more Are apparatus and a better water
WoatcralVm /ownaal,
its usefulness and influence. He will qow father of a remarkable family, John Stekesupply. 5th, That the 1st, 2nd, and 8d,
lit Menroe 8t., Chicago, 111.
Rockingham
Yellow
prohibited, under

uiO.

devote himself to his (ruil farm and occa-

tee, died at his residence, at the age

sionally lend a helping hand to the paper. most 75 years.

He came to

of

this coontry,

Mr. Wasson will probably have a printer from the Netherlands, in the spring of
associate in the publication of the paper- 1847, and settledin the Village .of Zeeland,

and

to the

new Arm we

extend our best aud built the

wishes.

a

The Commercialand Business College
of which Prof. C. G. Bwensberg is princi-

Grand Rapids, Mich., is becoming
more aud more popular, and deservedly
so. Without an exception, we here everybody that comes in contact with the professor, praise him for his efficiency and

first or

second house there,

few years afterwards moved to Grand

Rapids, from there

to

Georgetown,

county, and flnnally settled in
spend bis

last

in this

this city to

days, and haa resided here

pal, at

thoroughness, and if we

may

accept the

judgment of gentlemen educated
rope, his college has reached

in

Eu-

a degree

of

thoroughness combined with simplicity

the past eight years. He left the Netherlands with bis surviving

widow

and nine

children, and one was added to their number in

Grand Rapids, and in the almost

thirty-one years residence in this State,
his death

is

the first of that

family. He

recommendations be catried ont by pass-

Muskegon, of John, Paul, George, Peter,

Ellen and Jane Steketee, residing at Grand
of method that few institutions on this
Rapids, of Pauline, residing at Jenolsonaide of the Atlanticcan boast of. Every
ville, and of Andrew and Baatiaao, in this
graduate from his institution is eagerly
city. His remains were interred on Wedsought after by business men, and parents

Roost for the use of certain streets, waa,
favorably acted

term

upon and granted, fora
at $1.00 per annum.

of three years,

reports the disbanding

of Eagle

:

Fire Co.

and waa instructed to organize a
company. The old resolution offer-

No.

1,

new

________

:

in

large supplies.
g. J.

vaarwerk.

Holland, Mich., Sept. 10

1875.

4,000 Cords of Shingle Bolts.
a goed No. 1 shingle at rstall lor $1*00 and
at wholesale.
Custom sawing done to order at short notice.
1 sell
less

The Chief engineerof the Are department

Having purchased a gamming machine I hoi
tyself la readiness to gum all kinds of saws.
Highest market price paid for Pins Logs, at

ing a fee of $5.00 to any teamster for

PICTURES
Come

!

and examine my specimens before yon

decide to go elsewhere. I am now preparedto
take the finest frame photo’efora lower
prico than ever before.

hauling an engine to a Are, was deemed

CARDS DE VISITE

insufficientand was rescinded. The places

Are PaBhed in tbe latestatyle, and everybody
pronounces them charming, and without extra’

designatedfor registration of voters, are,:
1st

ward, engine room

for

2nd ward,

H. D.

of

Columbia No. 2;

Post’s office; for

P.

PFAN8TXEBI.

Holland. Jan.

and

for 4ib

The

places designated for the

lath,

1871.

8d

FOR BALE,

ward, E. Van der Veen’s hardware More

ward

polls

I

_____

TIN TYPES
Taken on Ike shortest possible notice.

Gallery opposite Post-Office.

are the tame, except for the 8d ward,

____________

charges.

ward, Geo. H. Sipp’s reticence.

"•m

_

Wanted.

and securing protection against Are. The petition of Mr. J.
the Fire Department

concourse of peowilt do well to bear this in mind, and send
ple attended the funeral ceremonies at the which will be in the
their sons to the best institutions.
First Reformed Church.
a large

Ware

ing an ordinance for farther regulation of

la

the father of Mr. Cornelias Steketee, of

nesday Inst, and

and

al-

__

Common

Council

I?.

req.lred

^v'aTlT.W^D,

HoLtani,Midi. January
'

'

_________

1,

.

____ _

•

______________

____

___

____

___

1818.

A. M.

BURGESS.

Holland, Ffb. lit, 1878.

51-fvr

bruysh

bauds.

most unlucky fellow in London, at any
Poetic Cream of the Late English Mag** rate.”
“Whafsthe matter?” inquired hie
aslnes.
friend.

TRANSLATIONSFROM HEINE.
«

SMI

(ft

Still i» the

"Well, you see,” replied Bertie,
"I've just had a letter from my sister
saying that Miss Patterson is about to

Hoofo U rah*n die Gotten”

die

night, and the streets are tone

;

leave Marohmont and proceed to the
South of Prance. (Mother’s not well, I
believe.) You know I intended to go
down this wees and put myself out of
mv pain. Charley, I love that girl, and,
Charley, I must marry her 1”

There, too, stands a man, and aloft stareshe,
And for stressof angntah he wrings his hands
Vy blood rurts oold when his face I see ;
Tis my own very self In the moonlightstands
.)

Thou double ! Thou fetch,with the livid face
Why dost thon rnlmid my loveJom mold,

"Weill”

!

"But

it is not 4 well.* Charles Fletchyou are a fish, a cold-blooded animal
How can you talk like that when I am
really; tnfly and madly in lover’ *
“My dear Bertie, .1 Should wait till
the lady and jiariy boinf) to London,
and then see her and ascertain your
chance.”
" They do not come to London, I be-

That was racked and rent in this very place
So many a night in the times of eld t
—Tkeodtre Karlin, in Blackwood'* Magazine.

er,

*

.!>W[
41

'j'^OPNO.

Hae ye seen my ain gude laddie
Clanging doonwards to the sooth,
Girded wi’ a braw red pladdie,

pa#*

M

0

An’ a bit pipe in his ttooth ?"

)

u Wh^tpa
Is he

No

sae

sort’s the mon yfcw speerin’t
unoo big snd strsng,
gleg at talk as bearin'?'*

'

;

lieve- at least, not to stay; so I
pletely

am com-

upset”

A

through a tunnel— Bertie had

sensible to what passed, but unable to
form a word, or look his thanks, or even
emerged; it slackened speed; a long recognize the gentle care.
deep whistle. The engine stopped dead
Once he essayed to open his eyes,
short, and pushed up a six-foot mound and, oh! how the vision of that one
of snow, melting it for one brief half- fair face he loved hung over his halfminute : the water dashed at its enemy, conscious brows, and was for a second
fire, and hissed its vengeance iu its burn- photographedupon his brain ! No— it
ing ears. The lery foe collapsed ; the was gone — a moment more and the dull
mighty monster lay imbedded in the whirr of the revolving wheels, the even
drift, harmless as a fetteredgiant, but motion of the Pullman car, all seemed
still noisy in its protests.
to hold him iu thrall as he lay supine
Clouds of steam anxious to be free ou the soft oushions.
from that fatal cutting rushed upwards
But this could not last. By slow deand disappeared, or, unable to escape, grees the brain resumed its sway. He
fell in warm teardrops on the virgin opened his eyes. Things were very
snow-white carpet. The engineer let dim to him, and the oold, chill hand of
the boiler run empty, and sent his fire- Death apparently was on him. He could
men back to the last station for assist- not move his head, but as he gazed with
ance. Man was powerless against the dull, half-open eyes, the vision of his
snow.
love rose up to bid him welcome. Oh,
The soft, the gentle snow
lovely ! it came nearer and nearer— it
The passengers awoke, and shivering wonld touch him ! yes, it bent down,
came one by one out at the end plat- and, breathing a soft petition for his
form of the train, asking questions and recovery,then vanished.
not waiting for replies. No need to ask
Whirr — whirr — whirr
what was the matter a second time. The
Did he dream still ? No; voices dishelpless, lighted train glowed like a long
tinctly fell upon his ears. Where was
lignthouse beneath the snow-clad emhe ? A shrill whistle broke the monotbankment. A bank in front, a tunnel onous sound; the undulating movement
behind yawning darkly like an immense
of the car he had felt, or fancied,
hole cut in white paper, a biting wind seemed to cease.
and driving snow told the tale all too /‘Hush!” some one spoke. Bertie
roar

once again turned

in

— the

train

!

“It Will all oome right, old fellow.
Are you ready ?”
Stamlln* treat to a* tbat came,
“ yes; it is tune to be off. I do not
. Unco fn’ and awfu’ happy —
”
feel at all inclined to go, though,” said
41 That’ll be the very samd.”
Bertie, mournfully.
u When the gudeaan tried to stop it
A dinner party was given by Mrs. ArHe ^ust lifted up his can,
- ”
Bworfl 011 motn he wouldna drop
di
teman, in whose husband’s office Bertie
" Yon must be the very man.”
Tynel was, or flattered himself he was,
—Ttmple Bar.
a shining light. Mr. Arteman and Ber- clearly.
rs
tie's family had been friendly for years,
Snowed up! Not a doubt of il When
BEFORE THE SNOW.
and the young man was rapidly making could assistaice arrive? Were there
IRRKfU'ffl^'bhtnot yet the snow!
The hih" are etched qn the horlaon, lbare,
his way to a junior partnership.He any ladies in the train ? No ladies ; only
twenty-two travelers,and all men.
8o
One yellow leaf the lietleaa wind doth blow,
Bnt Bertie was due at his Manchester
like some new butterfly,unclassed and rare ;
office at 9 o'clock that morning. It was
Your footstepsring In fresco alleys, where
Many people came in the evening, now about a quarter to 4. He must get
h Tke black trees seem to shiver as you go.
also, and, just before the carriages were on, and he expressed his determination
Beyond lie church and steeple, and their old
announced, Mr. Arteman entered the aloud to his fellow passengers.
And rusty vanes that rattle aa they veer—
A sharper gnat would shock them from their hold
room and gazed anxiously round For / “I will accompany you. Where are
Tef up that Tsth, fn W*?time of the year, some minutes he was unable to descry we, guard ?”
And past that di-eary, ruined tower we strolled
the object of his quest, but at last found
To plhek wild strawberries with summer cheer
“Atween Ambergate and Matlock—
—After A Ibtrt Olatignv, in Mamdllm’iMagazine him out, and, touching young Tyrrel on but don’t know where though, gentlethe arm as he sat in a corner of the men, exactly. Ask Ben.”
LOVE’S LAST SUIT.
room, beckoned him aside.
“Ben,” the engine driver, informed
me when I’m sane. ,
Hastily apologizing to his fair com- them that they were about au hour and
ovenlnwnf \i
panion, Bertie rejoined Mr. Arteman a quarter’s run from Manchester,and
igged and sown
wbra tbat is grown,
in the empty dining-room.
added a word of caution. But Bertie
The very place shall be unknown.
“ Is there anything the matter, sir?” was determined to push on, and, accomSo court To
oblivion;
he asked. 1
panied by two other passengers, he
“Yea, Bertie, I am afraid there is. started on his venturous expedition.
Bead that.”
Once out of the cutting they trusted
Ctaudlng o'er the new-born day
Mr. Arteman put a telegram into his to be free. Surely the stoppage of the
, , .tU, With regret* of yeatermorn.
junior’s hands as he spoke.
line would be telegraphed by this time
And what ia love to him that's low,
“This looks serious,” said Bertie, as and, perhaps, a train in waiting to take
Or aunthlne on hia grave that float* 7
he returned the paper. “ What do you them on. So they stepped manfully out,
. Love nor sunanlnerejeheth now
intend to do, sir? Kow can wo restore sinking deeply at every step, but still
Deeper than the daisy root*.
So, when he that nigh me hover*—
confidencein the Manchester office ?”
making progress.
Death, that spares not happy lovers—
“By sending you down,” replied his The snow had ceased; the sky was
Oomea to claim his littledue,
' ? Love, as tboU art good and true,
chief, quietly.
clearing fast, and frosty-lookingstars
Proudly give the chur* his own.
“But to-morrow will be too late,” peeped out to view the desolation. The
And forget me when I’m gone !"
said Bertie.
— Thomas Davidson, in Blackwood's Magazine.
wind was bitterly cold. Every now and
“Therefore you must go to-night, then the snow would be dashed in their
my lad.”
•
faces, as by handfuls caught up by
MOTHER AND CHILD. (DANAE AND BER“To-night— go to Manchester to- spirit fingers to obstructtheir progress.
8EUS.)
night !" exclaimed Tyrrel “The thing’s
For awhile they kept side by side.
Closed in the fine-wrought cheat,
She felt the risingwind the waters move.
impossible
Struggling against the blast they pressed
Tton, by saw fear possessed,
"Oh! dear, no,” replied Mr. Arteman, on till, unknowingly, they mounted the
With action wild r ,t ,•
And cheek* bedewed,she stretched her arms of lovt coolly, “ I have bad your bag packed al- side of the cutting and wandered far
Tawrd Perseus: “O my child,'
ready. I took the liberty to send Col- away across a level field, and over the
What sorrow wring* my breast
lins to your lodgings for your morning distant hedge, covered up with newlydress. I have a cab at the door. Here fallen snow.
.Launched in this joyloesark,
are £10 in gold.
up stairs The sudden ease with which they
Bronte-fastened, glimmering dark,
and change— take a bit of supper first, stepped now had the opposite effect to
Yet, pillowed on thy Ungled hair,
Thon slumber'st,nor dost care
though. The Pullman train from St what
wnat might reasonably have
nave been exFor billows past thee bounding
Pancraa
starts at midnight”
Nor breeasa shrilly Bounding,
pected. They knew they had
h
strayed.
iWd hi thj mantle rrd, Sweat face, how fair
“And it is now 11,” said Bertie, look- Where was the railroad? They must
ing at his watch. “What sort of a regain it at any risk. But the two older
’Bad aught of fear for thoe,
night is it, CoUtes?”
Thou even to me
travelersdeterminedto remain where
Wonldat turn thy tender ear.
t‘ Snows fast, sir,” replied the man.
they were sheltered comparatively beButnowl bid that real, my baba: Bleep still
“Snows, does it?” exclaimedBertie. hind the hedge, in only a foot of snow,
'Beat, O thou sef ! Best, rant, unbounded ID 1
lEeus. Father, some relief, aome change from Thee
"Better fill np the flask then, and put till daybreak. Bertie rashly made up
Am I too bold 7 For hit sake, pardon me
a half-dozen cigars in my coat-pocket
his mind to retnrn in his tracks, which
—From Simonidot, Hi Good Words.
and, I say, Collins P
were plainly discernible,and, again st
-“Yes, sir.”
the advice of hia comrades, he afted upFRIENDSHIP AND FLATTERY.
" Out me a couple of ham sandwiches on this resolution.
l.
while
I dress.”
When Friendship first came down to earth,
His one idea was to reach Manchester.
With heart of generous mold,
In fifteen minutes Bertie had received If he did not succeed in averting the
And soul of truth and heavenly worth,
hte last instructions from Mr. Arteman, impending crash there, all his prosTwaa in the age of gold,
and was bowling along the Easton road pects womd be mined. His hopes of
i Bh* taught the love that came from God
Far all humanity;
to the Midland station.
ever winning his lady love would be
Sweet Pity in her footsteps trod,
That immense terminus looked warm completely shattered, and what was life
With Faith and Chanty.
and comfortable in comparisonwith the without love ? He must succeed, though
wet and chilly night outside. The Pull- he perished in the attempt; he would
But Flattory, as the world grew old,
man train was at the platform, ready to do his duty, whatever happened.
Stole Friendship’s honest face
When Truth’s stern accents grew less bold,
atari There were very few passengers.
So he manfully straggledon— at times
And Falsehood taught grimace.
Bertie took a sleeping-car ticket, and, up to his knees in snow; once completely
- Th’ indignant martyr did not wreak
without loss of time, tucked himself np buried in the drift; he tell down, down,
Her vengeance upon men,
comfortably in hia berth. The train until nothing but a small star was visi:
soon started after this, and Bertie Tyr- ble overhead ! The snow kept closing
m.
rel was rapidly whirled into the land of in. He breathed hard upward toward
She left her rival to reign o’er
dreams.
the hole. (His hands were fastened to
N
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opened his eyes. He was dreaming
still * * * He lay upon a cushioned berth in a Pullman palace car.
The lamp burned very dimly overhead.
Daylight penetrated the curtains around
him. He felt very weak and very cold,
but he was not dreaming. How had he
got there ?— what had happened ?— where
was the snow ?
He called out.
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Run
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softly, “
faintly.

A

Where am

gentleman entered
inquired Bertie,

I ?”

“ Hush, hush ! quite safe; do not agitate yourself,”replied the doctor/ as
Bertie fancied the new-oomer to be.

We

have got you round nicely.”
where am I ?” persisted Bertie.
“You are at Ambergate Junction.”
“I must go to Manchester at once.
Help me np, please.”
" My dear sir, it is quite impossible to
move you. You have had a very severe
fall, and must be kept quite quiet. We
have telegraphed particulars to Mr. Arteman. You cannot be moved.”
This was decisive, and the doctor left
the berth, Yet, as soon as his back was
turned, Bertie made an effort to rise.
With difficulty he repressed a scream,
the pain was acute. He at once perceived that movement, even in bed, was
out of the question at present, so wisely
he determined to await events. His
thoughts naturally dwelt upon the happy vision he had seen, and he foolishly
accepted this as an omen favorable to his
ultimate happiness. At length he fell
"

“ Bnt

asleep.

He awoke very hungry and saw the
doctor at his side. He put out his hand,
which Bertie took and clasped warmly in
his own. The kind doctor made a careful examination of his patient and then
said;
" You are much better this evening, I
am glad to tell you, and as soon as the
stiffness wears off you will be all right
again. I may tell you now that we have
bad a telegram from Mr. Arteman. He
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The sunny paths of life,
And loved the dark ones to explore

But his dreams were pleasantdreams,
and, if he had not been conscious of the
penetratingcold, he would have enjoyed
a good night’s rest He shivered and
awoke. The lamp was burning dimly.

‘f

With aid misfortune rife,
i
Both to their own their aid extend,
- Each in her waya mother;
Success still finds the one a friend,
- . • Adveraity the
.
—Tsmple Bar.
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other,
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'TwoUMe souls,*
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The steady “whirr” of the fast- flying
wheels told him that the train was rushing still on through the stormy night.
Something fell on the lamp— there it
was again. It came in through the lat-

,

A PICTURE.
boy and girl,

-

Wandering on to the foot of the hill ;
Bushes of green and bloaicma of pearl
Laughed at themselvea in the- roadside rill.
* Growing the lane, a gorgeous J»y,
Balked In the light of a flattering ray,
Jauntily chatters,“ Some day, some day I”

bed. It was snow I
“Pleasant night 1” thought our traveler. “ 111 have another nap.”
Easier said than done. No efforts of
“ Two sweet sonls, a man and a maid,
fBeechenbranches winter! *hnve \
his could induce Somnus to pay him a
second vitil 'The chill feeling he had
• •
— >w aaaa%aa6y MJ ?
before experienced compelled him to
And out of the beecbf s the curloui Jay
pot on all his wraps. Then he got up,
Paepa and chucklea, “ Some day, some day !"
took a sip of brandy, aad went ontnpon
Two bid soula, axd the end of the day
the pla^fpnn of the Carriage to smoke.
Follow*them home to the foot of the hill ;
As the train flew along the track, little
One late gleam which has wandered astray
Breaks from a copse and dimples the rill.
snow-storms came np from all the wheels
in clouds of powdered dust Bertie was
fascinated.Past sleeping towns and
villages, post black chimneys rising into
the murky sky from white, unsullied
Side by aide, He stiffenedand atlll
And the winter’*moon
• softens her light,
a just
roofs; past olose-shut windows, ’neath
As It alfemnly rests at
i ---------- hill,
the foot of the
whose sashes the yielding but resistless
Remembering the bees
budi and
and the May,
• and the buds
snow wormed itself like herring-bones,
TTie summer
gold and the autumn grey,
— —
And the warn green lane where the beetlesplay.
hung outside' in Blow- dissolving
lw the crisp, cold nkbt the shivering lay ,
s for King Frost \o weld dofier ;
V hla‘*eam, “ Some -diy, some fray
— Tlnsley’l Magazine.
past a huddling heap of humanity, beneath the shelter of the embankment,
tice over his
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SNOWED UP.

^

bllietC

1 world/’

th^ mist Liluoky

many

'f^^^nan carriage

no stopping
Bertie rash
for
the
tied hia white
But ten miles farther on the trap wap
laid In a deep cutting the northern
wind and drifting cloud conspired to do
a cheery voice at the door.
Bertie turned, still holding his chef battle with the boasted power of man.
dfteuvre at his throfit,and said, “Oh, Lie closer still, 0 drift I blow fleroer
-Charley, is that you? Come in; I shall still, 0 wind ! Ye wait the daring monq>o ready in five minutes.” Having ar- ster who boasts he can outstrip the wind,
Tanged bis tf* t/> In's satisfaction, he and rattle wildly o’er the snow-dad
.repeated, " Yts; J Iklieve I am the fid*.

fellow is the
Tvrrel half aloud, as he

*

Past all these, and

his sides by pressure of the drift.) By

breathing hard at the tiny hole it belarger and larger. The snow
melted, and he got a hand free. At
length he got his head ont, and after a
severe struggle he fell forward, half insensible from cold and nervous exhaustion. He rolled over the harder snow
for a space; down, down— it seemed as
if he wonld never stop— a hard substance
received him— a crash of glass, or ice, a
moment afterward fell upon his half-unconscious ears, and he lay insensible on
the ground. A light was burning steadily over his head.

came

The

remained in the body, but
tenement refused to acknowledge the presence of the master. Sens 3
lay wrapped within the brain and behind
the sullenly closed lids. Speech
was there, but somehow it could
not force its way through the stubborn
lips. The ears were open to catch the
slightest sound, and eagerly they drank
it in; bnt the snaken neives refused to
spirit

the clay

is

at Manchester, so your natural anxiety

may be allayed.”
“ Oh 1 thank you, thank you,” exclaimed Bertie with fervor. “ You have
indeed put my mind at ease.”
“I was enabled to tell him there was
no danger, so he went on this afternoon.
He saw you while you were asleep. ”
Bertie stared, as well he might. “Yes,”
continued the doctor, “ you have slept
for thirteen hours.”
“ Indeed J” was the patient’s only reply. “ But I say,” he added, “ how did
I get here? I remember being in the
snow, and I think I fell—”
“I should think you did,” replied the
doctor. “You came plump into this
car— rolling in snow.”
“ I am afraid I am still confused, doctor, for I do not understand yon now.”
“You rolled down the embankment
into the windows. We were snowed up
in the great cutting on the up- line. Another train, yours probably, was at the
other end. You in your excursion tumbled into our windows. It was very
fortunate for yon that you didn’t roll
over the parapet into the river, my lad.”
“And very lucky,” said Bertie, graciously, "that you happened to be in
the train, doctor.”
“You have not to thank me so much
as Mr. and Mrs. Patterson, sir; and they
telegraphed to Mr. Arteman.”
> “Mr. and Mrs. who?” exclaimed
Bertie, sitting up quite regardless of
his bruises. Patterson, did } ou say ?”
" Yes- do you know them ? They did
not appear to recognize you.”
" Yes— no— I know a Miss Patterson—

well; we shall see,”

he

continued, as

Bertie moved his head impatiently.
" We shall see. Keep quiet now, and I
dare say you will be well enough to go
to London. Good night 1”
"Good-night” And then Bertie resigned himself to blissfulthoughts and
happy anticipations for the morrow.
Two o’clock was striking at Westminster when Mr. Bertie Tyrrel’s card was
taken into

private sitting-roomat the <
only one occupant of the spacious room— a young lady
whose good, sensible, and bright face
lighted up with a softer expression as
she read the name of her visitor.
“ Show him in, .please,”she said calmly, yet the palpitation beneath the wellfitting traveling-dress to a woman’s eye
would have betrayed a secret
The waiter ushered Bertie in and
quickly retired. The young man waited
till the door was closed, and as Miss Patterson stood up with outstretched hand,
he clasped it warmly. No word of greeting did he speak. Ho only gazed for
one moment into those eyes of liquid
bine— the eyes grew tender, and then
the shading lashes trembled, but only
for a second. But Bertie could read.
Without a word he clasped Miss Patterson in his arms. “ My darling I” was
all he said.
She struggledto free herself, strongly
at first ; but, as he whispered something
in the crimson, shell-like ear close to his
trembling lips, the pretty head sank upon his shoulder, and the silence that
gives such sweet consent told all the rest
When Mr. Patterson came half an hour
afterward,he found a prospective sonin-law seated on the sofa holding his
daughter’s hand.
Explanation ensued ; the upshot of it
being that Bertie’s health required a
change to the South of France. He was
married in the ensuing summer ; and he
always considers that he owes his present happiness to having been snowed np.
—Cassell's Magazine.
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The Hold and

Silver

Hidden in

the

Andes,

There is but little silver coin in Peru
at present, although much plate, comprising common bedroom utensils, is
still owned by familiesin the interior
and in the large towns. During the
past ten years $36,000,000worth of silver has passed through the Lima mint
for coinage or assay, the amount coined
being $17,000,000. Gold coin pays 3
per cent, export duty. The exportation
of national silver coin is prohibited,but
silver bars may be exported ou payment
of 3 per cent, and coin is accordingly
melted into bars to evade the pronibition. There is but a slight production
of gold, but silver is largely produced
and exported either as metal or ores.
Coinage is unlimited and gratis, the
mint receiving bullion and returning
its value iu coin. Silver is found in
all the western range of the Andes from
latitude 3 degrees to 22 degrees south.
The district of Cerro del Pasco produced between 1630 and 1849, $475,000,000. A tunnel on the plaa of the famous
Sutro tunnel is projected at Cerro del
Pasco, 150 feet below the present workings, and ia calculated to open up 100,800 square yards of surface and $500,000,000 worth of fresh ore. This is but
one of the many mining districts, as
others of equal value with better railroad facilitiesexist in the province of
Puno. Before the modem system of
railways the difficulties to be encountered iu the way of smelting silver were
incredible,the ores being transported
great distances on mules’ backs over
ragged mountain paths, where often

were

animals with their loads

lost

through a misstep, yet, notwithstanding
this, immense quantities were smelted
at the Government workB.— Scientific

American.
A Hard

Man

to

Kill

Ex-Gov. Clarke, of Mississippi,who
has just died at the age of 68, has had a
remarkable career. In the Mexican war
he served as a volunteer.In the rebellion he led a Confederatebrigade at
Shiloh. As he parted with Col. McArdle, a veteran Mississippi journalist,
he said, " I think you will have a good
chance of publishing that obituary
which you promised me thirteen years
ago. I have outlived all the doctors,
but I am not so confidenttliat I shall
escape the Yankee bails and shells which
I shall be compelled to face to-day.”
After the first day’s battle Gen. Clarke
was borne to the rear, wrapped in a
blanket saturated with blood. "You
can publish that obituary now; he has
met with a soldier’s death,” was the remark of one of those who bore him, and
the obituary was shortly afterward published in the New Orleans papers. Soon
after the battle of Baton Rouge, howI
ever, Gen. Clarke was seen again at New
“Whew!” was all the doctor’s an- Orleans. He had been shot through the
body at Shiloh and left on the field to be
swer.
“What! Is there a Miss Patterson? taken prisoner, to n cover, and to be exIs she here? Is she— was she in the changed, and at Baton Rouge a minieball broke his thigh near the socket.
train ? Alice is her name. ”
* ‘

- "

i

"That is the lady; she nursed you un- Dr. Stone was the surgeon who now
til I came. Her mother is an invalid brought around the man he had conlisten, or at best only grudgingly as yet. rather.1 They were caught in the drift demned to a speedy death in 1848; and
though his leg was shortened several
And thus Bertie lay in a trance — dead, last night like yourself.”
and yet alive; ready to speak, dying to
."Where is she, doctor? Did she inches, Gen. Clarke lived to be Governor
of Mississippi,and to die fifteen years
utter his thought, and yet dying be- leave a message ?”
cause his speech was locked; the presThe doctor’s eyes twinkled, "Well, later quietly in his bed, having buned
sure on the brain was not yet unloosed, not exactly, but she gave me special di- several generations of doctors, gene
and Bertie lay there almost os he fell, it rections to let her papa know how you through two wars with only one lung,
been twice left for dead on the field of
seemed to him.
were. This ia the addreas.”
But yet things were curiouslymixed
He took an envelope from his pocket- battle, and seen his obituary published.
up Mound him. He could move hia book and handed it to Bertie, who read,
The Young King of Spain.
hands, and could feel he was lying upon "Harvey Patterson, Eflq., at
soft cushions. Doll to his ears arose Hptel, London, till Friday afternoon.”
A correspondent of the Paris Figaro,
the sound of those ^orriblo birring car“ Wliat’s to-day?” inquired Bertie,
riage wheels. It seemed to him as if he hastilV.
were back again in the railway carriage, • " This is Thursday. /It is 7 o’clock Spam, states that the King
en route to Manchester.
BY ID.”
size, and that what there is of his nasStill people were about him. Fetni-,
“ Doctor,” exclaimed Bertie, as he re- cent beard and mustache ia bkok. His
nine fingers ministeredto him— that gen- called the vision of the day before, while
tle tench just now was very different he lay half insensible,"!shall goto
from the other finger-tips of some good London to-morrow.”
speaking.
Samaritan, probably a doctor.
The doctor smiled. "What, and leave The young Queen, standing by hia side
The subtle odor of a lady’s presence Manchester business! But, seriously, in a gray silk robe, smiled in unison
clung sweetly around Bertie as he lay I think you scarcely fit to travel Well, with her husband’s affable remarks.
,

'

RUBBER BILLS.

Death of a Noted Character.

A

late letter from London says:
“Capt.
Schenley died a few days ago.
Plaything*.
He
was, with the exception of TrelawThe process of making the hollow rubney, who is still living, the last survivor

The Carloiu Prooeaa of Mftklog These
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writer thus desoribesit:

“The upper room of the building 1|
prepared to push this branch of the
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between January and June.
These balls have a solid surface, r«re
made by a different process from that of
making the soft rubber balls which are
these balls
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Shellfy o? rtaSirai pne filter
j6 ancient fashion, an(l he was present
hen the poet’s ashes were depositedin
the Protestant burial-ground at Rome,
near the grate of poor Keats.” Oapt,
Schenley was at Waterloo, and nearly
forty years ago caused great excitement
in this vicinity by his elopement with
Miss Oroghan, a noted heiress, of Pitts-
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But send for free Price-List, snd know why we sell *
postage paid. Regu
used for One ball.
Kivo Tur. Wagon Scale at 950. All Iron aud steel, brats
nnniiiu.
at is usually called the packing
beam. Delivered,freightpaid, snd no pay UU tested.
** This part of the work is done by
Cliicaco, III.
season. This exceeds by about 500,000 UfATRINON.
JONKS OF BINGHAMTOy, Blngiumton.H.Y.
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girls, and a skillful girl can earn about
head the total number cut in Cincinnati, ivA Courtshipand ___
a year. _
81.50 per day. When the strips are
copy 10 eta. WHITE*
AGENTS WANTED FOR THE
Weymouth,
St.. Loui#, Louisville, Indianapolis,and
joined together, the ball is very near the
MORE
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FAVOR
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Milwaukee. Our aggregate for the past
shape of a Brazil nut. Before the last
twelve months is 3,940,000, against
opening is closed a small quantity of
2,933,486 for the twelve months precedcarbonate of ammonia is put inside,
ing.— Chicago Tribune.
It eontaias6T9 fine historical
Wisnf.r, CCKMINO Co.._ Neb.,)
which, when subjected to strong heat,
large double-oolomn pagea, and
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Abandoned at Hea.
will make the rubber expand anil fill out
W. K. Btitt— Deer Sir flsovrsd two bushHistoryof the World «m published. It
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the ball mold. The opening ' is’ithen At all time*
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hoMl““
“ndi,lrmSome are dismantled and mere hulks, some are
/ From Miller A Hough, (train O** »len<. Nowshape of the ball desired. The molds kwinuning keel upward, some aro wator-logged,
ton, lown- Peer
Dear BlrTTlie
Sir: Tlifpiirty
p.'irtv for whom
wh we
KF.RP’S Patent Pnrtly-made Dross Shirta, best qualinnlortvl
nr
----- jhne-hlilf
hushilolthe Itowlm \VhMt
are packed into frames, in which they but beiug ladou with timber will not sink, but
ty. only plain seams to finish,« for 87.
'O N. Finh a.treet, ^ LQV1B. teO. |
1(last
last fiitin
KiifingriiiMiii
HJ bushMsfrom'lt.'S'mt
we
are subjectedto the heat of the vulcan- aro driven hither and thither as the wind and
think tliu suiisfcictionit link given will ucSte
ta demand for th- seed here in the spring.
waves may direct. So people afflicted with
izer.
I. From Wm. NnhJ-. 1a Vorne, Mmrt.—The
catarrh, bronchitis and consumption are abanUndershirtsand Drawers, beat quality
Ciayon#.rte;jn*aad Chre/VTldte
Rnsiian Wlipat I r<-ceiv«idof you Inst
“ They are kept in place in the frame
tno Curds. I *£5 onmpleo,
White Flannel Underveste,bestquatfty,
best quant f 1.50 each.
doned by physiciansand friends as incurable,
J spring fully met my most s*nrnlm»o*p»ot«Canton Flannel Veste A Drawers, ex. heavy, ?6c. each.
by iron ..rods along the side, and when yet thousands of such are annually restored to
^tioiii), 1 raisddhi)l,uhliel«
from tho one bushel
Twilled811k Umbrellas,paragon frames.$3 1
Jof seed, will In my life wheat, in tho same
the frame is full iron- plates at the end perfect health by the use of Dr. Sage's Catarrh
Bost Gingham, patent protectedribs, fl eaol
-il, produced only 22.‘4 bnshols per acre,
Om- of my neighborswho raised some of the
are screwed down tightly upon the molds liemedy and Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical DisKh'rV'onlydhUverodfree.
KKKP MANTJFAOTURWG
-‘Russian Wheat mu sod $2 per buahi-1 for hU
covery. Hie Catarrh Remedy is unequaledM
COMPANY, 105 snd 107 Meroer Street, Now York.
yon p.
to hold them in place. These iron plates
ft soothing and healing local application, while
! Among tlm papers which rocnminetu!the
are about three- iourthfl opmancli
the Discovery purifies and enriches the blood
’Russian Whoni may be mentioned tbo ir<u/.
rrn ’urn!, of Chicago, and the dm-riorw
Bass.
and so strong is the expansive force of and imparts tone and vigor to the whole system.
‘trim lturi*t, of New York the lattor,which
Vidolia, La., April 17, i877.
the lubber in the molds that they have
iv the most discrindnatingpiper pnbliehed,
excludee everything of a donlitfnlnature
bent this thick iron into a curve. If one Dr. Pierce
from Hr columns,and tho fact that oar ndvorDear Sir— l suffered for twelve years with
tlsemeulappears in their paper is a »nflicient
of the molds should work out of place that most offensive and loathsome of all disgunrantW! to fanners that our wheat i* an -i-p , n
i
„ k
while vulcanization is in process, the eases— catarrh. My taste and smell were corn
improvement of genuine merit. Forclrcnler.merh Nnhnn (JnCir.
with price and nample. Inclosestamp, nlui r14-1©11
( $9.00 per doson.
molds will fly out \yith a noise like plotely destroyed. X procured a supply of Dr.
\V, 1!.
A standsrd,useful and fuvorite Rfmk.
1,200,000 ACHES
the report of a dozen, pistols, ami the Sage’s Catarrh Remedy and your Golden Medgol]ool Song Booki
I p., Hnlont $5 nnd $Gprr Arrr, infarmlota.aiidaa
ical Discover}-, which I used according to diwork is spoiled. The action of the heat
terms to suit all claues.Round-trip tickets froraChV
rections, and a complete and permanent euro
Fine Book for Girls' High and Normal Schools,
csgo and return freo to purohaaere. Send poetel card
does the rest. When tile molds tire was speedily effected. I take pleasure in recfor maps and pamphletdescribing climate, eotlaod
opened they contain the perfect round ommending them to all afflicted.
Choice TlioSi W. a Tiunm. $9 p*r dond.
Ever thankfullyyours
balls, with no mark of the places where
THU ALLIANCE— an Independent weekly ioumsL Tbree-partSoii.tsfor Female Colleges, Seminaries,Ac.
owa.
..••voted to Holigion, Literatureand Government:Prof.
Clara E. Huitt.
the pieces were placed. The slight ridge
David Swing. Kditor—offers Webster’s $12.00 large Dto> Grammar School Choir.
Wading River, Burlington Co., N. J.,
tionary FREE to any one who will send them sis novr
made by the mold is ground ofl; by a
Excellentoollection for High or Grammar Schools.
Fob. 28, 1877. f
MsbscrlborN and $14.00. Send for Sample Copy.
stone used for the purpose, and the ball Dr. Pierce
lVrms,S2.00oer year in advance. AddressTUB
American
School Musio Readers.
AlJLlANOE UP., 05 Clark Street, ChlcaH*
is done. This is but one process of
Dear Sir—Yom Golden Medical Discovery is
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Besides the hollcw balls
are made solid balls of rubber, etc.”

In 3 Books, each C6 cents. W cent* and 60
fully umpired for Graded Schools.

the best niediciuo for coughs, colds and c’ousumption I ever knew. It has saved my life.

Helen
“

B.

McAnney.

Renovation,not Prostration.
Did any enfeebled bnman being ever become

two houses of Parliament live in the Parliamentary Pa bee, and live In style,
The Speaker of the House of Peers, the
Lord Chancellor, Lord Cairns* tlto is
alsp a Judge, in the higher courts, receives 850,000 annually; the Clerk of the
House of Peers, Sir William Bose, K. C.
B., $12,500 annually;his Deputy, Ralph
Disraeli, $9,000; the Reading Clerk,
80,000; the Counsel to the Chairs, 87,500;
there are six clerks at $5,000 each;
eighteen on smaller pay; a Librarian at
84,000; a Deputy Librarian at $3,500;
two “ Examine* of Standing Orders” at
84,000; the Gentleman
the
Black Wand; Gen. Rt. Hoh. Sir Walter
Knollys, 810,000; the Yeoman Usher at
85,000; the Sergeanbut-im^' Lieut.
Col. Hon. W. P. Talbot, $7*500, and Ips
Deputy, $3,000. There is a tvoU^alarietl
shorthand writer ancVa host of uniformed
doorkeepersand sorvantfi comfortably
compensated.
The Speaker of the House of Commons, the Rt Hon. H. B. W. Brand, M.
P., receives $25,000 a year; the Deputy
Speaker and Permaneat' Chairman of
the Committee of the Whole, Henry Cecil Rafices, M. P., $12,500: the Clerk,
Kir T. Erskine if a

Usher

strong under the operationof powerful catharor salivants ? \ ft is sometimes neoewarv to
regulatethe bowels,but that ciimiot be done
lurgation, which exhausts the vital
_ Berveano good purpose whatever,
true way to promote health and vig»
----- 1 aro essential to regularity of the organic functions, is to invigorate, discipline and
purify the system at the same time. Tho extraordinary efficacyof Hostetler’s Stomach
Bitters iu cases of debility or irregularityof
the organs of digestion, assimilation, secretion
and discharge,is universally adraitteid.Appetite, good digestion, a regular habit of body,
active circulation of the mood and purity of
all tho the animal fluids are inducea by this
superb tonic *nd corrective. It has no eipials,
moreover, as a preventiveof cliillaand fever,
and other types of malarial disease. To emigrants and travelers it is particularly serviceable as a medicinal nafegnard.

Assistan $5,000; the Princ
the Pub! 3-Bill Office, $5,0(
cipal Clerks
ks of
of the Oommitteei,
Commi
$5,000.
seven senior clerks, from $8,500 to
$4,000 each: thirteen assistant clerks,
from $3,000 to $1,500 each; the Bergeant-at-Arms,$6,000, and two Deputies, one at $4,000, snd the other $2,500;
Counsel to the Speaker, $9,000; Librarian, 85,000, and hisAssistatit '$2, 800;
the Referees of Private Bills, each
85,000. There are also many others, including a Chaplain of 82,000, Secretary
to the Speaker, a short-hand writer,
doorkeepers ad libitum, and servants on
excellent salaries.— Cbf. Forney'* London Letter in the Philadelphia Pres*, .

Brain. A
Brown-Sequard, the eminent
The Nerves and

w

_

one part of the
ments of the otlier part
(fviee versa 6f;{ha other.L
A series of facta, many of - ------ed by himself, he asserted, corrected’
.

this

Johnson A Co., of Bangor, Maine,
by mail, postage paid, a one-quarter
(V) pound sample-package of Sheridan’shorse
aud cattle powders, on receipt of twenty (20)
cents. These powders are worth their weight
in gold to make hens lay, and will prevent all
manner of diseases common to hens, hogs and
horeos, includinghog-cholera.
,,
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MUSIC CHARTS.

& Sons, Mauufactnrera;

WnrcfooitiHi IN Ennl

.80

irpricoo Rwato

1

tlh HtU#'

NEW YORK.

liable. Terms Ensf..Ml

By Du. Lowell Mabon.

T«nr*re Charts, contslning 120 BlsckboardLeeaons,
p!»>nly visible to all. saving much trouble, easily aot
and used, and furnishinga complete course of practice;
Sent by Express. In two rollsor sot*. Each $3.00.

UU

OLIVER DITS0N &
C. H.

Dltaon .k Co.,

CO., Bottjon.

J. E.UItaondtCo.,
1122 Ohreteut Rt.. Phite

843 Broadway. N.Y.

TWO MONTHS*
Cough, Cold, or Sore Throat,

no.

ense Descripdugue of Novels. Sons Bookr ' iffuflc,Negro Farcos, Acting Plays,
lectorWritern, Fortune Tellers, Reciters.Ox>k Books,
Cvnulw....1 ki..L. ..
11. ...I.- - 4— IV __
__

FREE! FREE! FREE!
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Kobo Stroot, New York.

REMEDY

REV. J.

I*.

Requiroi Immediate attention, ng
oftentimes results in some incurable L«*f

LUDLOW WRITES:

BRONCHIAL

dlscage. BROWN'S
aro a simple remedy, and
variably plvo Immedlrtfe relief.

Balio;

will

_

.

thnvb.v Imvo roemed almost mlraoulmis. I can most
hearlUysidftindorelyrecommend tho VF.GKT1NKfor
the complaint# which it is cliinuKl to ciire.
r .
« JAMBS p. Ludlow.
Igito PsfforCalvary Ba,ittst (ihurch, Jjacramonto.
Cal
VogftliifI# Sold l.y :tH PrugglHtM.

n

SOLD HY ALL CHEMISTS
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,

in-

and Aaalm-

|

In vtiedlclnea.
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THE

SANDAL-WOOD.
A positive remedy for all dJstasosof(he Kldoeya,
Bladder and Uritmry Orgnagt also, good ki
Dropsical Complaints.It never prodoceseieknsM,
1

1

Kemedy

Iluut’a
Is purely vcgctdilt and
pn-psrtuexpreaaly fur the shove dUeaies. It has
loured thoureudaLveryboUlewarranted. Send to W.
E. Clarke, Providence, R.L, for Hluitrated nampblcL
If your druggist don’t have it he will order It fbr you.

is

certain

and sposdy in lUaetion. Itlsfastsnpmtedl^

I

all
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Beware oflmltaUoDitfsr, owing
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MEXICAN MUSTANG LINIMENT.
fw

BABBITT’S TOILET SOAP.

KT
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osas, many

T^'/T

sixoraWk*

other remodiec Silty Mpsuissourein

dais. No other medicine sin do this.

to

itegisaiaao-
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have been offered ; seme are most daogOTo^v ,

causing pile#,Ac.

FOR MAW AND BEAST.

DUNDAM DICK A
rules,

K>tablxrhm> 85 Ybaxs. Always cures. Always
ready. Always handy. Has nevsr yet failed.Thirty
wiillUmthare tested it, Ths whole world approves
the gloriousold Mustang-Mis Best and Cheaper .
liniment In edstonee. $5 state A bottle.
Mustang Liniment curee wba nothing else wilL

CO.’H

tfreufa#Soft

a*-

containingOil qf Sandal-Wood, told at ail Dm*-

Stores. Ask for circular, ay road form* to 35 assd

Ml

Woosterstreet,Net* York.
O.

N. U..

ifli

Tu

'!o1

i RO-W

SOuD BY ALL MEDMPIE VBNDKIDV

•!

Si

ti

has given crest satisfactionin every case 1 have
beard from. Alrooat every day I receivetestimonials
ono incloaed". _F. W.
_____________
Kinsman."
Sample boi, cents ng 3 ralti of t uu.
Send your name to F. E. Ingalls,Concord, dresere receipt ef omU. Add^

TnMne&l

XXuOLRD
GO

it

,

Similar to tho

_

for a pamphletqpntftiniuga list of testimonials of cureii,etc.

The HEART
druggistsat 50 ecu

ATOB U for sale by
and $1 per bottle.

escli, wut trc»

..

iy

sd-

fcf^OT:.te,ruorjs,Ctt’-

Fellows’ Coinponnd Syrup
of Hypophosphites.

fail

By if* union with the blood and its
effect upon tin* muscles,re-establishing the one and toning Urn other. It
is capable of effectingthe following

remit#; i.vV

kitiug relief &
tho mother.
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CHEW
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The
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bcrk Curx
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VARIETIES ASSORTED TO OBDBR.

QUALITY
Asl

LnoS out for tbe name and adiiresa.J. I. FELLOWS,
St. Jf*n,N. B..on the yellow wraposr.In watermntrk,
wiikh Is seen by holding the paper before the light.

unsurpUMed.

1

OrcatMt Disco very
celebratedVenetian Liniment ! 80 years

and warranted to cure Diarrhea,Dys
Oolio and SpasSli/ taken internally ; and Croup, CL.
tb* public,

Rheumatism,Bore Throats, Cuts, Bruises,Old Sores,
snd Pains in tho limbs, Back and Chest,
It has never failed. No family will ever be without

DR.

Pint
______
____ to any
other, or NO PAY, for tho cure of Colic, Cute, Bndaos,
Old Sores, etc. Sold by all Druggists. Depot— 10 Park
Place. New York.

nr

Toot

If net sold in

your town
U,%u!n°
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NEW JERSET,

Farms Jh

COMPARE THESE WITH

WISCONSIN,
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POSTBOX

PENNSYLVANIA,
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States of
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will

DAVID landretB
A SDNS,
1
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1500 ACRES owned

Ta One and All— Arw wan affeiinit from a
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PUiladelplila.-

in
Cough, Cold, Asthma, Broaoan, or any of tne various
pulmonary troubles that so olten tenuinate in ContumpIf M). use “ H'ifAor’si*w# CW Liter Oil and Unu"
a safe and efficaciousremedy. This is no quack preparation, bulls regularly prescribed
Manufactured only by A. B.
Sold by all druggisU.

w Wiirtt ru

9

Address

mian otnoratna) or
IPUEE GOB IiIVEB
OIL AHD LIME.

ri

nviir

A full Supply fur your Garden. TOUR OfiDBR, cncloiin|CASH,
Price |1.50 per n*tUe-Sii far »7^Q. FREE, Peas, Beans, and Corn excepted, for which 2 cents per

he will send a

Consumption, Asthma,

.

Consumption.

effect ntused by grief,Worry, overtax of brain or Irregular habits, Bren»cultia. Acuta or Chronic,Congestion
of the Lungs, even in the most alarming stages.
It cures Asthma. Lous of Vofrce, ReordlgiH,fit Vans’
Dance. KpttepticFite, Whooping Cough. Nenouriost.
and sustains life dn ring the produgs of Diphthelt#. ’ll,
No other prepareiionis « substitatefoe this under «ny

h Mconhcmi^J
it,

will cure

fnf

* Tobacco.
Pionp.kh Tobacco Company,
New York, Bouton and Oh

cure. To all who desire

It

Ry increasing Nerrow and Mnseater Vigor.H will cure Dyepapate,

The
Th® advertiser,having been pennansntly

‘

____

21,000

HEART REGULATOR

,

_

.....V.H.

.......

MOCKING

Agent* run after by Everybody and his Wife. Now is
the time to secure territory, etc. Send for Circulars,
renus to Agents,etc.,
Addrew AMERICAN
EUHLISHINO CO., Hartford,Oonn., or Chlcsgo, HI.

has sold largelyand been universallyrecommended by druggists as a cure for Heart Dis[sri«Btlh<-Mi--fhn<nl
ease, and has given satisfaction, ts can be seen
I the oiassftoorse o'
f A T. fto>' j’i *•*
by reference to a letter received from F. W.
.. perfected
Kinsman, druggist,Augusta. Maine.
... . ...iuctu .i .iifjr «,
.awworewisths
rnor" than a gross of your pjibllcTho FINEST TOILET SOAP the World.
HK ART REGULATOR I Uko pleasureIn sayingthxt Onli Mim( ngitthUoiti urtiin it* mnut/art*".

mech-

_

PIANOS.

Schools:

JOSIAII ALLEN’S WIFE’S New Hook.

Doolbt’b Baking

Perfect purity and
absoltrtb fifl! weight ate th<
the watchwords of the
manufacturers.

]LG

__generally
_
unget* ,5* tVei<u*ure
therapeuticsof bram disease lay in the
fact that paralysis .does npt consist in
the destructionelite parte, but depends
on the influence exerted by disease upon
parts at a distant. 'The supposed motor centers could be destroyed without
any parayleis at all On the other hand,
paralysis might occur in arm or -leg- when
it was the most anterior or posterior part
of the brain— thrpartfmthBBt- removed
from the sup
that had riet- ___ _________ _
quite independent of the destructionof
tiesne. It might result from the puncture of the smallest needle.
y med

SAMANTHA AT THE CENTe"nIAL.
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i

diflfere

|.

This cut represent**n *rti* fftfl 10 Blade fltaror

motor muscles in the brain, but, on the

brain. The

P.

AND

Steel)PEA IRIs HANDLK JKNfFE. worth
Tlie Extended Popularity
Of Dooley’s Yeast Powder is the best evidence
of its worth. Whenever you want a light,
-_>r* PM BE, *pt>n>^k>_
and 81.00 to pay postage and packing.
white, sweet biscuit, delioic
deliciouspot-pie, elegant

there existe no such thing as clusters of

scattered all over the

1

.

tee some

of these, wiffij§>nsidei£bl^freedpin,"' ‘ “

anism

I. S.

'rill seud

to procure jtfrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup
for all dlsesges incident to the period of teething in children. It relieves the child from '
cures wind col

i

P« Ai

gaaa.

Practioal Generosity.

Mothers! Mothers!! Mothers!!!Don’t

..

Jo..

ventive of diphtheria,and will cure nine out of
ten. No family should be without it a day.

day,

.

tbsl

PUB
A Startling Fact.
Thousands of children have died of diphtheria this winter who might have boon saved
by a angle bottle of Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment, Which costs 35 cents. It is a sure pre-

theory, that
brain ruled the move-

t ..

at

siox

lecture

.

CentennialTtprehion 5>r
jfciS «Aewi/if quahtUa and txcrJUnoe and la lhj cJitrOder of iiceele iing and flavoring.Tho be-', tobarr.)
ever mode. As our blue strip tredc-msrk Is (TohIv
imitatedoa inferiorgoods. Me
1.
on every nlug. Sold by d! denlcn. Send .!<>rs«mi
free, to C. A. JACKSON L
Fofentl’u-r.\ ’*

tics

•

his Clerk Assistant,

Awarded JJghest

cent*. Care-

The followingare favorite generalcollections of genial
Song* for Common
c*

-SONG ECHO

Cleffill
_____

My Lords and Gentlemen.”

All, or nearly all, the officers of the

HAVT

SfEETl

Respectfullyyours,

™
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,K VIRGINIA.
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lamas’ Column.

The

Scientific American.

to Prune Fruit Trees.

IBS VOST
Long experienceproves Hint when It

The Circuit Court for
the County ot Ottawa «-In Chauccry.

O

THITY-TH1RDYEAR.

When

Chancery Sale.
CTATE-OF MICHIGAN:

Ann Robinson,Complainant.

mu

SCIEMIC PIPES

In

HI IBS WORLD,
desirable to produce a free growth of shoots
ONLY $8.50 A YEAR, iNCLtJDINU POSTAGE.
«nd leaves, pruning should be done when
WEEKLY, Bl NUMBERS A YEAR.
the trees are dormant, as in the winter
4400 BOOK PAGES.
season, or in the early spring, before the

and Jan Ponds e, Defendants.

In pursuance and by virtue of a decree of said
Circnlt Court for the County of Ottawa, in Chancery, made and ottered In tho above entitledcause

ICanMs A* &•

fruit trees ap*

III

Great Bargains will be given at the

Thomas Robinson, LeendertVan
den Ouden, Hendrik Rlago'berg

CHEAP CASH STORE

much

Of—

—

IfTSt

tea o’clock In the
forenoon, It th6 front door of the Court House.
pear to grow to rapidly, and produce too
In the City of Grand Hav«a,tn saldOonnty of Ottawa, I, the s ubocribnr, a Circilt Ooart Commissionwood, they may be pruned modcr*
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Hats and Caps, Boots and Shoes,

DRY

GOODS, GROCERIES, SALT,
Lime, Lath, Land Plaster, Shingles, &c.

Call and see our nice line of LADIES’
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Feeding Bran.

The

question of feeding bran to dairy

cows

—

is discussed in the Scientific American
by a correspondent who says: “I main- M4TIADB

more

tain, that it

meal,
last

shorts are fed than is

it deteriorates the

March I saw
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butter. During
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butter from one of the first dairies in the
State, and which was troubling the dealer
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told

It,

be said

it

examine some

was negatively

gobd; nothing could be said against
mighty

littlecould be said in its

it,

yet

favor.

fine,

newly fitted up and furnished, and its location
the most convenientto both the railroad depots.
is now readv to receive guests, both

necessary to fresh butter that
over

forty cents per

pound.

commands

I said at

once

upon tasting it, Too much shorts, and not
enough corn meal.1 He answered: 'Just

what I thought, but didn't dare say so
until it was confirmed.1 In less than ten
days the butter from that dairy was improved.”
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Holland. May 26,

HOME SCHOOL.

BOSMAN.

1876.
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Honse, added to the old Rev.

A bmlth’s residence, on the corner of
NINTH AND FISH STREETS,

It

nutty flavor so

161 Jefferson Ave., Detroit, Mioh.
Sold by all Druggists.

RIDLEY

R0SMAN,

MERCHANT TAILOR.

Chemists & Druggists,
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JOHysTi)ir& co.
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SCOTT’S HOTEL.

to
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of

oflered very cheap at

J. \Y.
Dealer in all kinds of American and Foreign Marble
and Granite.

Prepared only by
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an Expectorantis needed. Endorsed by
the clergy and medical faculty.
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TRANSIENT.

share of the public patronage, and

will endeavorto treat onr guests lu such a
as to merit their approval.

H\ J.

77.

Holland, Oct. *5,

manner

E.

BAUDEIt, A. M.f Principal.

Aasicted by Mr*. BAUDER and
with other ExperiencedTeachem.

Mill.
CLARK A GOOLRICK,

Now tpen— Pupil* admittedatany tlm**. Course In re-building our new shop we have pur
of Inslractlonembraces English,Mathematics,
chased entire new Machinery,
Ancient and modern Languages and Ornamental
Branches.
For catalogue or admission,apply to the Principal at Fenton, Gbnbsbb Co.. Mich.

SCOTT,

Of the Most Approved Patterns;

Proprietor*.

Having rented the machine shop and power, owned
by Wm. H. Demlng, of this place, we are
prepared to repair all kinds of

And we are

confident we can satlafy all whe

want

BANKING.

87-tf Proprietor.

BOOKBINDING!
This

Planing

DAUGHTERS,

Kuktrj, Stitiowj ui

Planing, Matching,

Setting up

Or Re-Sawing Done.

|[

wlahea to
In Inform
Inform his
hla old
nM friends
frianrim* **
The undersignedwishes
WK HAVE A STEAM
snd residents of Hollandand vicinity that being st
Wood Ashei and Charooa! for Plgi
present lecated at Muskegon, he has made arrangements with Mr. D. R. Meeogs, at Holland, at whose
Wood ashes with the bits of charcoalin store, on River street,all Job work for binding can
be left. I have purchaseda new and completeline
them, is excellent for fattening pigs. of tools and slock and will famish first-class work.
TI1K
Do a general Banking, Exchange, and Collection business. Collections made on all points lu
WE
A
A. CLUETINGH.
Pigs cannot stuff themselves week after
the United States and Europe. Particular attenMuskeook,Sept. 8 1875.
SPECIALITY.
week without their stomachs getting out
tion paid to the collections of Banks and Bankers.
Remittances made on the day of payment. All
DOORS, SASH
BLINDS,
of order, the bits of charcoal check acidity
bnslnesi intrustedto ns shall have prompt attention. Interest allowed on time desotit*, subject
and regulatethem, and help to improve
Ur anything In uur line, manufactured on short
to check at eight. Foreign exchange bought and
noti.e.
their appetites.” Pigs will get along
sold. Tickets to and from all points In Europe
sold at our office.
much better If wood ashes and some char
H. W.
& Co.
N. KENYON.
48J. VAN PUTTEN,
coal are within their reach, to root ewer

BANKERS,
- - MICHIGAN. HDR/IT

HOLLAND,

AND

KILILT

Fortilli Esgiui

New Machinery,

SHAFTING,
Kiting

Nn

Work,

ETC.,

Sn Arta,

Shifting,

PULLEYS, ETC,

DRYING OF LUMBER
SHALL MAKE
AND

tf

ONE DOLLAR A YEAR.

and pick the charcoal out of. It is their
dispensary.—AT. Y.

circulationof tbii popular newspaper has
mere than trebled during the past ycear. It con
tains all the leading news containedIn the Daily
herald, and is arranged la bandy departments.

A friend informs us that h« has found

—one

meil and Plaster of Paris mixed

third

of the

safest thing in the

laiter— the best and

world to

I

Tho

To Kill Bats.

fine corn

kill

rata.
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FOREIGN

it

absorbs Hie juices of

the

stomach,

thing recommended in print somewhere;

.

THE WEEKLY HERALD

the most valuable newspaper lu the world, as it Is
the cheapest.
Every week is given a faithfulreport of

that

The undersignedannounces to

the Public that
they have finishedtheir new Meat-Market,and are
now ready to supply tbelr customerswith all kinds
of Meats and Sausages. By promptness and fall
dealing they feel confident of girinji satisfactionto
all those who wish to favor them with part of theli
trade.

-o

The undersignedhas opened a hardware store in
the old stwndof G. J. Haverkate, where he will
keep constantlyon hand a complete stock of General Hardware, Stoves, Glass, Nails, Farming Implemenu. Carpenter’sTools and everythingelse
The stand Is one door west of G. J. Haverkate A
belongingto our line of business.
Son's Hardware Store.
J.

Tinware very Neatly and

Holland. July

Promptly Repaired.

the WtMy herald gives the latest as well as the
most practicalunggeatlonsanddiscoveries relating
to the duties of the farmer, hint* for raising Cauls.
ticulturiststry it and report.— iVuw York Poultry. Grains, Trees, Vegetables, Ac.. Ac., with (-all and
suggestionsfor keeping buildingsand farming
Independent.
of
utensils in repair. Thl* Is supplementedby a well
edited department,widely copied, under the bead
I consider the Dominique the best fowl
large

A

THE HOME,

a farmer can raise; they are ready for the giTing recipesfor practicaldishes,hints for makmarket sooner than the Asiatics, com- ing clothing and for keeping op with the latest
fashions at the loweat price. Letteis from our
mence laying when from tour to six Paris and London correspondentsoo the very
fashions.The Horae Department of the
months old, and continue to lay through latest
WeMy Herald will save the nonsewife more than
the winter when eggs are scarce and dear. one hundred limos the price of the paper, -

YEAR

and give us a share I
your Patronage.
see

assortmemt

•/ Parlor

Stoves.
J. VANOERVEEN.

Holland, Sept.

26,

1877.

There U

good

a

authorised to soil the

Steam Tug “Gem’

MANLY D HOWARD.

Holland,

1877.

grow

1

»

Farm Book.

NEW

HERALD

sum of

$876.

Broadway * Ann

8t.

,

New York.

Just published,a new edition of
CULYllinLL'SCIL1BS1TXD11GAY on the rotfloof cwv (without medicine)of Spermatorrhoeaor Seminal
Weakness,Involuntary Seminal Losses, Impotency, Mental and Physical Incanacity, Impediments to Mrarriage,etc,; also Consumption, Epilepsy aud Fits inducedby aclf-ludulgence or sexual
extravagance.Ac.

m\

SS.

Maine

U

Price In sealed envelope, only six cents.

Tbo celebrated author, In this admirableEssay,
clearly demonstiatos,
from a thirt) years’ successful practice, that the alarming consequences ef
self-abuse may be radicallycured withontthe dangerous use of Internal medicine er the application
of the knife, pointing ont a mode of cure at one*
simple, certain and effectual,bv means of which
every sufferer, no matter what his condition may
be. may cure himself cheaply, privately and radleally.

This Lectors should bo In the hands of

man

In

the land.

FALL AND

IhUmiKEDIM,
41 Ait fit, Err York: Post OfficeBox. 46H.

WINTER.

1877.

§

Fancy Dry Goods,

ef

aWo

m

NEW YORK HERALD,

Holland.Mich'

Millinery

FOR BALE.
rr,HE following described Lot* in tbeORy

NEWS

IMy

Sent under sesMn a plain envelope, to any ad
dress, poft-paid< on receipt of six corns wr two
post stamps.
Address the Publishers,

on favorable terms. Inquire of

And

a

targe stock of

LADIES’ FURNISHING GOODS,

“Some

The

realized the

AM

1877.

llTUlUVICin!

umil:

every youth aud every

187U.

17,

4-6m

HOWARD.

New

14,

VAN ZOEREN.

TUG FOR SALE.

ONE DOLLAR A
Holland, I will sell at the following pnees.
page devoted to ail the latest phases
easily, and aa layers are not second to the of the business markets,Crops, Merchandise,Ac., Lot 9, Block F, Lot 6. Block G. West Addition $175
each; Lot II, Block 8, Lot 8, Block 11, South West
A valuable feature la found in the specially
Hamburgs or Legh orns. — Fancier' t Jounal. Ac.
Addition$175 each. Lots 1, 9, 3. 4, 5 A 6 in Block
reported prices and condition* of
25. aa orgnnlaed plat near the d. L. 8. depot at
THB PRODUCE MARKET.
$225 each, except Lots 1 A I which are $900 each.
Gardener' t Monthly lays:
While BlUhe news Irom the ls*tfirete the Dis- Also 6 lots West of First avenne at $125 each. The
will bo sold for a small payment down. Alee
people say that land which will raise covery of Stanley art to be found In tho Weekly above
the following Lot* \ 10, 11, 12, 18, and 14. in Block
Harold, due attention Is given to
E. Lota 8,4, Sand in Block H. The
will
corn wilt
good fruit tree*,
SPORTING
•
be sold on long credit and small pay menta down.
which is all right; but they should add at hone and abroad, togetherwith a Story every
Apply tn,
week, a Sermon by some eminent divine, Literary,
that, like corn, they require regular and Musical, Dramatic, Personal and Sea Notes.
M. D.
There is no paper in the world which contains so
continuous manuring.”
Is not easily earned In these tlmee, but
ranch news matter every week as the Weekly Herald,
it can be made in three months by any
whleh la sent, postage free, forOue Uollar. You
oud of either , sex. In any part of the
best single book for a fanner is the mar subscribe st any time.
country who la willing to work steadily
THE
YORK
at
t
he
employment
that we fhrnlrh.$M per week
American
It comes
In a weekly form,
in your own town. You need not be away from
nearest to belng;ad Encyclopedia of AgrlONE DOLLAR A YEAR.
home ovey night Yon can give your whole time
Paper* publishing thl* prospect* without being to the work, wr only year spare moment*.
culture of any work Jp.the language.
anthorlied will not neeeeearilyreceive an ex- have agents who arc making over $10 uor day.
All who engage at once can make money fast. At
change.
the present time money cannot be made so easily
Address,
An Eaton epuoty. Mich., farmer recentand rapidly at any other business.It costs noth
Ing to try the business. Term and $5 outfit free.
ly felled a fcalnut tree froln which he
Address at once, H. Hallett A Co., Portland,
are excellentfor the tfibl.e, mature

CLARK A GUODRICK.
Holland, Mich., May

&r

W. BUTKAU,

of

Thb
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tar

AMERICAN NEWS

aot rabbits too? let some of our hor-

They

THE

FIRST WARD.

Cor. Eighth and Fish Stbbktu,

plaster-mill. If this mixture will kill rats,

why

— IJST

der the head of

POLITICAL NEWS,
had tried it. We embracingcompleteandcomprehensive dispatches
have great confidence In onr informant from Wsshinittoo, Includingfull reports ot the
speechesof eminent politicians on the questions
and we know he has no interestin a on the hour.
THB FARM DEPARTMENT
but saw only one

Hardware Store

embraces special dispatches from all quarters of
the globe, together with unbiassed,faithful and
graphicpic urea of the great War in Europe. Un

He

and caoset death. We have seen the same

MEAT MARKET

NEWS

are given the TelegraphicDespatchesof the week
saya that aa the plas'er ii lasilese, the from
all parte of the Union. This feature alone
rodents eat it along with meal, and after- makes

ward*

nsrEW

The

Wit net*.

VERBEEK

Mr. Cla.k having had fenrtcea year* of experience In setting up and repairing Engines, Boilers,
putting in Steam heating apparatus, Plpe-bnll41ng
for steam, as and water, we will try and live mmIsfacllon to all that give ns a call.

Sea**, Hoods, Cloaks,
Standard Trimmings, Worsted Goods, German-

town Canvass, Hats, Feathers, Flowers,

Ribbons, Lace Collars, Dress Silks
and Cloaking.

We

'

83-ly

L &

s.

VAN DEN RERGE,

EIGHTH STREET

HOLLA

NX),

MICH

